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1. INTRODUCTION 
"Gh wonderful, when devils tell the truth!1J (Richard III, Shakes-
peare). In the response of reinforced concrete plate-colurm asserrblies 
to horizontal load, the "truth" may be hidden by the complicated non-
linear behavior of reinforced concrete sections, and the IIthree-dimen-
sional ll nature of response in a plate. In the paragraphs that follow 
the reasons for writing this report and what was attempted, will be 
introduced. 
The flat-plate has a number of practical advantages. For example, 
formwork is simpler to erect and dismantle than for a beam-column design. 
The absence of protruding beams in flat-plate construction allows 
services to be routed with relative ease. In doubt is the relative 
fl exi bi li ty of a p 1 ate- co 1 umn connecti on compared wi th that of a beam-
column joint--the result of which has marred the behavior of plate-
column connections in earthquakes. The possibility of shear failure is 
also of concern. In some historically "earthquake-free ll areas where 
flat-plate construction has been used extensively (such as New York) 
engineers are becoming aware of the need to consider seismic loading. 
Data on plate-column connections with dimensions more typical of those in 
tall structures are limited (column width to span ratio of about 1/6). 
This research document may provide guidance on these matters. 
Eight specimens were tested, 5 "staticallyll and 3 "dynamically" 
(rate of loading significant). Other experimental variables were rein-
forcement ratio and the amount of superimposed vertical load. Designa-
tions of the test specimens used are as follows: 
2 
Des i gnati on Rate of Loading Rei nforcement Rati 0 
Sl Static 0.65 % 
S2 Stati c 0.98 % 
S3 Static 1 .31 % 
S4 Stati c 0.98 % 
S5 Static 0.98 % 
01 Dynami c 0.65 % 
02 Dynami c 0.98 % 
03 Dynami c 1 .31 % 
The statically tested specimens provided in format i on on the in fl uence of 
the change in reinforcement ratio and the amount of superimposed vertical 
load on the response to horizontal loading. An analysis model (the "grid 
model ll ) was developed to help interpret the results from the statically 
tested specimens. The dynamically tested specimens were used to obtain 
data on the response of the specimens, the observed hysteresis and 
calculated damping. Much of the data, and experimental work, are de.-
scribed in detail in appendices. The relationship between chapters and 
appendi ces is as follows: 
Ch apters 
2. Outline of Experimental Work 
3. Des cripti on of Experiments 
4. Effect of Slab Reinforcement Ratio 
on Response to Increasing Load 
5. Discussion of Observed Response of 
Specimens with Vertical and Lateral 
Load 
6. Dynami c Tests: Discussi on of 
Observed Response 
Appendices 
C and 0 
C and 0 
E 
E 
F and H 
Appendix A contains a description of the symbols used in the text; these 
symbols are also defined where they are used in chapters. Appendix B 
provides a literature survey. Owing to the large amount of raw data, 
3 
this report has been divided into two sections. Appendices E, F, G and 
H compose the second portion; it may be obtained from the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
The object of the research was: (1) To investigate the response 
of plate-column connections to horizontal loading, with emphasis placed 
on serviceability requirements. (2) To attempt to understand the 
strength of the specimens as a function of the change in reinforcement 
ratio. (3) To investigate the influence of the rate of loading on the 
strength of the specimens. (4) To provide information on the hysteresis 
of the moment-displacement relationships. (5) To obtain data on the 
equivalent viscous damping in the dynamically tested specimens. 
4 
2. OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
2. 1 Introduction 
The overall configuration of the test structures was governed by 
equipment and modelling limitations, and the object of the tests. In 
all, 8 specimens were tested; 5 were tested "staticallyll and 3 
"dynamically". A description of the specimens and the variables chosen 
follows. Appendix C has a detailed account of the specimens tested 
"statically,1I and Appendix D of those tested "dynamically". 
2.2 Description of Specimens 
There is a certain amount of ambiguity in the literature on investi-
gation of slab-column connections because of the definitions of terms 
describing locations and directions. To reduce the causes of confusion, 
Fig. 2.1 is presented to define the terms relevant to the test specimen. 
This figure also serves to introduce the reader to the simple column-slab 
connection chosen to represent the structural system. All the specimens, 
whether they were tested statically or dynamically, had certain character-
istics in common. 
It was decided that the specimens would represent a third-scale 
interior column-slab connection. This scale was manageable on the 
Earthquake Simulator of the University of Illinois. The material prop-
erties in the specimens were expected to give a faithful representation 
of full-scale reinforced concrete. 
Multiple-bay specimens were considered, but found to have some 
disadvantages. To test them successfully on the Earthquake Simulator 
they would have to be reduced further in scale to about l/lOth of full 
size; the material properties would be questionable because of their 
small scale. The simplicity of the single connection was attractive, 
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especially when considering "dynamic" testing. Furthermore, many 
researchers (Hawkins, Criswell, for example) have used the isolated 
column with profit for investigating flat-plate structures. The testing 
of multiple-bay specimens (Criswell 11, 12; Hawkins 20,21) provided 
information on the redistribution of load after failure of a single . 
connection; this action was associated with large displacements that 
would violate serviceability requirements. The isolated column-slab 
connection was chosen. 
Important features of the geometry of the specimens were kept 
constant in all the specimens; column length was different for the 
static and dynamic testing for practical purposes only. The slab was 
square, and had a length and breadth of 1829 mm (Fig. 2.2). Its 
thickness was also a II constant,1I and measured close to 76 mm. (Refer 
to Fig. 0 .3 for the as-built dimension.) The end boundary was 
simply supported, and the side boundary left free. (Refer to 
Appendix C and Appendix 0 for a detailed description of the supports.) 
The literature survey in Appendix B proved the boundary conditions on 
the side boundary to have a negligible influence on the behavior. 
The column, too, had a square cross section, and measured 305 by 305 mm. 
In relation to the slab it "'las very stiff. Thereby a reasonable modelling 
of the proportions of a high-rise flat-plate structure were achieved. 
The base of the column was hinged, and the top was loaded at the point 
indicated in Fig. 2.2. By these boundary conditions points of contra~ 
flexure were modelled -- in the actual building at midspan of the plate 
and midheight of the column. This moment distribution, implied by the 
choice of contraflexure-points, is also reasonable to expect in the 
lower levels of a plate-column structure. 
The relative stiffness of the column with respect to the plate in 
the specimens was expected to realize a single degree of freedom; that 
of the rotation of the column about the base hinge. Resistance to the 
motion would be provided by an elaborate spring -- the deformation of 
the slab (refer to Fig. 2.3). 
It should be pointed out that the "working" portion of the test 
specimen is the slab, the lI output" being the moment-rotation relationship 
at the face of the column. In relating the model to the "full scale" 
structure, the parameters to be used are the slenderness of the slab 
and the relative size of the column (span/slab depth = 24; column 
width/span = 1/6). Lateral motion was restricted (see Appendix C and D). 
Even though the reinforcement ratio in a particular specimen may be 
different from that of another specimen, the reinforcement layout was a 
further "constant ll for the specimens. The steel was placed in a mat 
with the spacing of the reinforcing bars the same in the two principal 
directions (see for example Fig. C.4). A mat was positioned at the top 
and another at the bottom of the slab, providing an isotropic reinforce-
ment configuration. 
The materials were selected carefully to have as uniform a concrete-
and-steel property for all the specimens as possible (Table 2.1). 
2.3 Variables 
Thret major variables were envisaged: (1) the reinforcement ratio, 
(2) vertical load was applied to the plate and (3) rate of loading. 
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The bar-chart of Fig. 2.4 shows how the reinforcement ratio was 
varied in the statically tested specimens. These five specimens will 
be referred to as Sl to S5. Specimen Sl contained steel at a ratio of 
.65%, S2 had .98% and S3 had 1.31%. These three specimens (Sl to S3) 
were to be tested to investigate the influence of reinforcement ratio on 
the behavior of the connection. Specimens S4 and S5 had the same rein-
forcement ratio as S2 as they were to be used to investigate the effect 
of a further variable. 
Figure 2.5 is a bar-chart indicating the superimposed slab load. 
The like reinforcement ratio of S2, S4 and S5, but differing superimposed 
vertical load carried by each, provided a comparison of the influence 
of vertical load to the plates. The reaction at the base of the column 
for specimen S5 (Fig. 2.5) was 28.6 kN, or about a shear stress of 
.06~ (f~ in HPa) at a section one-half the depth of the slab away from 
the column face. This shear stress may be thought of as resulting from 
a total uniform load of 8.7 kPa (180 psf) for a column v.Jith a tributary 
area of 6 x 6 m (18 x 18 ft) and slab effective depth of 200 mm (8 in.). 
(Given a dead load of 5.4 kPa (110 psf), with a dead load factor of 1.2, 
the loading conditions may be considered as including a superimposed 
load of 2.3 kPa (48 psf).) 
By having reinforcement ratios in the three "dynamicallyll tested 
specimens (01, 02 and 03) comparable to those of Sl, S2 and S3 respec-
tively, the third variable was introduced: IIstatic" versus "dynamic". 
For the "staticallyll tested specimens (Sl to S5) the horizontal load 
was applied by a hydraulic jack to the position on the column indicated 
in Fig. 2.2. The loading was cyclic, and at a rate that would exclude 
any significant inertial forces (Fig. 2.6). On the other hand the 
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IIdynamically" tested specimens (01 to 03) were subjected to a variety of 
base motions on the earthquake simulator. At the same point at which 
the jack provided horizontal load for the "static" tests, additional 
mass was placed to provide significant inertial forces in the IIdynamic 
tests·· (Fig. 2.2). Appendix C and Appendix 0 provide detailed descrip-
tions of the specimens. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 
3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader with 
quantitites that will be used in the discussions to follow. A de-
tailed character sketch of these participants is given in Appendix C 
(Static Tests) and Appendix D (Dynamic Tests). 
The test procedure will also be discussed. 
3.2 Characters 
3.2.1 Static Tests 
A load cell in the servo-ram kept track of the applied horizontal 
load at all times. This force was an important parameter used to 
correlate the other measured quantities with one another. 
Horizontal displacements were measured at various heights on the 
column (Fig. C.g). From these, two important quantities were derived 
for the complete history of loading. One was the rotation of the column-
slab connection. The measurements were made on the column close to the 
connection and possible column deformation was minimized. These 
measurements could identify deterioration that may take place in the plate 
close to the column face; damage at one face of the column could thus 
be compared with damage at the opposite face. The other important 
quantity obtained from the horizontal displacement measurements was 
the horizontal displacement at the level of the ram. In the dynamic 
tests the displacement at this level was also measured, enabling a 
direct comparison between the static and dynamic response. 
Along the slab centerline in the direction of loading, vertical 
displacements were measured (Fig. C.lO and C.ll). From these a profile 
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of vertical deflection was obtained at various loading times during 
testing. In the subsequent analysis of the response of the slabs, 
these profiles provided an important bench mark by which to evaluate 
calculations. 
Further vertical slab deflection measurements along the longitu-
dinal centerline were of importance in observing distress in the slab; 
a relative vertical parting of fiber, such as would be expected with 
punching failure in a slab, \'JOuld be noticeable. 
In the lateral direction, along two lateral parallel lines running 
past the front and back faces of the column, vertical displacements were 
measured at various times during testing (Fig. C.10 and C.ll). By 
dividing the difference between two corresponding instruments by the 
distance between the two parallel lateral lines the twisting of the por-
tions of the plate to the side of the column could be deduced. The 
value of this twist quantity was important in the analysis--particularly 
in obtaining torsional deformations. 
Along about the same lateral line mentioned in the observation of 
twist in the plate, strain gauges were attached to the longitudinal re-
inforcing bars (Fig. C.4, C.5, and C.6). The gauges were placed along 
a single lateral line passing by the front face of the column; one 
gauge was positioned on the top bar and another directly below it on the 
bottom bar. These gauges provided invaluable information on how far 
yielding of the section had spread across the width of the plate. 
For those specimens that had added vertical load (S4 and S5) 
the vertical reactions were measured. From these forces it was possible 
to know the average shear stress around the column. 
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The various response quantitites are exhibited in detail in Appendix E. 
3.2.2 Dynamic Tests 
Accelerometers and LVOT's (differential transformers) measured 
absolute accelerations and relative displacements at various heights on 
the structure (Fig. 0.12). From these the response could be plotted 
by relating the moment of the horizontal forces (about the hinge at the 
base of the column) with the relative displacement at the position of the 
attached mass. This moment was resisted by the action of the slab at 
the slab-column connection. 
The acceleration measured at the base during Iisteady-state ll tests 
was also compared with that measured at the position of the idealized 
single degree of freedom system, and amplification information was ob-
tained. From these amplifications, deductions could be made about the 
effective stiffness of the specimen (resonance) and the damping in 
the assembly. 
Also forthcoming from the acceleration measurements were the 
Ilfree-vibration" records. They too were of importance to deductions 
about the effective stiffness and damping. 
A detailed description of the data is available in Appendix F. 
3.3 Test Procedure 
3.3.1 Static Tests 
All specimens were tested by applying lateral displacement re-
versals. The maximum load for each cycle was controlled by the column 
rotation angle (practically, the displacement of the top of the column). 
Three load levels were applied, each consisting of 5 cycles, corresponding 
to a rotation angle of 1/400, 1/200, and 1/100, respectively. There-
after, two large cycles were applied corresponding to the rotation angle 
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of 1/50. After that the specimens were loaded to failure. The loading 
pattern is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.1. 
Displacements, loads, deflections, rotations and strains were measured 
after each increment or decrement of displacement during any cycle of 
load. Crack patterns for the slab were recorded at the first cycle to 
a given maximum level. The eighteen dial gages were also read at the 
first cycle to a new maximum load level, and during the last incremental 
loading to failure. The tests were monitored by plotting the applied 
load versus displacement at the top of the column level on an X-V 
recorder. 
Each test was completed within approximately seven hours. 
3.3.2 Dynamic Tests 
Response to three types of motion were recorded during the testing 
of a specimen: Simulated earthquake, steady-state and free-vibration. 
The simulated base motion was the North-South component of the 1940 
E1 Centro record. In the steady-state testing a sinusoidal base exci-
tation with constant displacement amplitude was used; the input fre- . 
quency was incremented to span the range of response from before the 
resonance of the specimen to after this occurrence. By connecting a 
wire to the steel capping plate on the column and hanging weights at 
the other end of the wire, a free-vibration motion was intorduced when 
the weights were released instantaneously. 
As far as was possible, the described motions were performed in the 
same sequence for each of the dynamically tested specimens. This idealized 
test program is listed in Table 3.1. The actual sequence for each test 
is shown in Fig. 3.2 to Fig. 3.4. In these idealized diagrams, the 
ordinate is the maximum displacement measured at the position of the 
attached column-mass ("FV"=Free-Vibration and IISSII=Steady-State). 
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4. EFFECT OF SLAB REINFORCEMENT RATIO 
ON RESPONSE TO INCREASING LOAD 
4.1 Introduction 
In the statically tested specimens the two variables were 
the reinforcement ratios in the plates, and the amount of superimposed 
dead load. This chapter will concentrate on the first variable. 
Comprehensive response information is available in Appendix E. 
A "Grid-Analysis" will draw on observed force-displacement rela-
tionships, deflections on the longitudinal axis, twisting angles on the 
lateral axis to the side of the column, strain measurements and crack 
patterns to explain the relationships among observed quantities. 
4.2 Effect of Reinforcement on Strength and 
Stiffness, General Remarks 
4.2.1 Comparisons with Previous Research 
One approach to evaluating the strength of the specimens is to 
compare the observed strength with that which could be achieved if 
the plate were to act as a wide beam. This mechanism--merely two-di-
mensional in character--is described in Appendix B with an illustration 
in Fig. B.3. The strengths calculated in this way are given in Table 
4.1, and Fig. 4.1 shows the ratio of observed to calculated strength as 
a function of the reinforcement ratio. The lightly reinforced specimen, 
Sl, came close to achieving this "wide-beam" mechanism; the more heavily 
reinforced specimen, S3, was well below this IIpossible li strength (Fig. 
4.1). Specimen S2, with an intermediate amount of reinforcement, was 
consistent with the observed trend; it reached a strength closer to its 
possible "wide-beam" strength than the heavily reinforced specimen S3, 
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yet not as closely as the more lightly reinforced Specimen Sl. 
An alternative way to. consider the plate-column cannectian is 
by calculating the limit that the column faces can carry if thase plate 
portions framing into. the dalumn are taken as beams: called the "beam-
analagyll by Park and Islam (39). A camprehensive descriptian af this 
appraach is pravided in Appendix B (Sectian B.2.5., Fig. B.7). The mare 
heavily reinfarced specimen S3 had an abserved strength 25% larger than 
the calculated "beam-anal ogy ll value. A similar value calculated far the 
lightly reinfarced specimen Sl underestimated the strength by 18% 
(Table 4.1). 
The measured mament-ratatian relatianships of specimens Sl to. S3 
are campared with the twa methads far strength calculatian, IIwide beam ll 
and "beam analagy,1I in Fig. 4.2. 
4.2.2 Observatians an Shear 
It is tempting to. ascribe the inability af the mare heavily rein-
farced specimens S2 and S3 to. develop their patential "wide-beamll 
strength to. a limit impased by the shear strength of the cannectian. 
In the beam analogy this shear limit is intraduced via tarsion an the twa 
lateral calumn-slab junctions and reactians on the remaining twa faces. 
No. faulting was abserved an the surface of specimens S2 and S3 
to. support the hypathesis af a shear failure as it was in specimens with 
superimpased vertical laad. Far specimens S4 and S5 faulting in the 
slab was canspicuaus. 
In all statically laaded specimens, cantinuaus measurements were 
made af slab vertical deflectian at a lacatian four slab thicknesses away 
fram the calumn face (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. C.9). To. evaluate thase 
measurements with respect to. passible effects af shear failure, it is af 
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interest to compare readings made in specimen 53 with those in specimen 
54 tthat had superimposed vertical load). 
Figure 4.4 shows two sets of measurements for each of specimens 54 
and 53: fOrce-displacement (vertical slab deflection as shown in Fig. 
4.3a) and force-rotation curves (Fig. 4.3b). 
The force-rotation curve for 53 (Fig. 4.4e) indicates that the load 
increased at a low rate as the rotation increased beyond the "yield ll 
level up to the point where the specimen was unloaded. The force-dis-
placement relationship for the same specimen (Fig. 4.4d) was qualitatively 
quite similar to the force-rotation curve. 
For specimen 54, there was a reduction in force as the rotation was 
increased beyond approximately 5 percent, indicating a breakdown in the 
resistance mechanism (Fig. 4.4b). The force-displacement curve (Fig. 4.4a) 
shows that while rotation was increasing, after load 34.61, the 
vertical deflection decreased. This observation suggests that an inclined 
crack separated the zone within the immediate vicinity of the column 
from the rest of the slab. The column was torn away from the slab in that 
portion of the specimen. 
Lack of similar observations for 53 indicates that its reduced 
strength (with respect to the flexural strength o~ the ent~re width) 
cannot categorically be ascribed to the full development of a critical 
inclined crack within the slab. 
4.2.3 Crack Patterns 
In general, crack patterns in specimens 51 to 53 were similar. 
However, there was a difference in the trajectories of the major cracks 
(shaded areas in Fig. 4.5). The inclination, in the horizontal plane 
and with respect to the lateral axis, increased with the amount of 
reinforcement (Fig. 4.5a to c). 
4.3 The Grid Model 
4.3.1 Introducti on 
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The IIwide-beamli and IIbeam-anal ogy ll resulted in a wide range of cal-
culated strengths for the same specimen. Besides, these methods are 
restricted to strength calculations -- they do not address the problem 
of stiffness. 
A model is presented to help understand the observed force-
displacement relationships in terms of geometric and material properties 
of the specimens. The model, built up of a grid of beam elements 
responding in flexure and torsion, is described in the following sections. 
4.3.2 Description of the Grid 
In matching the behavior of a portion of slab, the grid method 
replaces this portion by beams. Properties of the beams are derived 
by matching the curvature of the plate portion for a given force with 
that of the beams under a like force; this pairing considers the 
curvature due to pure flexure in two directions and the curvature due to 
pure torsion. A concise description of the procedure is available in 
Yet tram eta 1 ( 51 ) . 
A square grid pattern was used, with a square portion of plate 
represented by four beams along its boundaries. For a Poisson1s ratio 
of zero a square pattern results in equal flexural and torsional rigid-
ities for the beam members in a linearly elastic isotropic plate 
(Yettram et al (51)). A representation of a quarter of the specimen 
by the grid elements is shown in Fig. 4.6. 
The model of the column-slab connection resists lateral load by 
three force quantities: flexure of the beams framing into the front 
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face of the column, torsion of the beams representing the plate to 
the side of the column, and eccentricity of shear reactions at the 
end of beams framing into the column from both directions (Fig. 4.7). 
Considering the plate specimens as a grid of beams has a number 
of advantages: beam behavior may be easier to explain than plate 
action; bar-slip phenomenon may be easily incorporated; application to 
nonlinear behavior is possible with simple crack and yield criteria; the 
change in torsional stiffness after cracking can be handled conven-
iently. 
4.3.3 Assumed Member Properties 
Load-deformation properties of members were calculated from 
material properties. The relationship between the flexural and 
torsional stiffnesses in a beam before and after cracking was different. 
Certain assumptions regarding bar-slip were made for ease of calculation. 
Steel and concrete properties were based on measurements (Table 
2.1). To account approximately for the uncertain effects of shrinkage 
and construction stresses on cracking moments, moduli of rupture were 
reduced to one half of the mean measured moduli. A simple trilinear 
moment-curvature relationship was calculated for each beam using the 
simplified moment-curvature expressions given by Cardenas (6). These 
simplified curves are shown in comparison with curves calculated 
continuously (Appendix G.2) in Fig. 4.9. 
The torsional moment was treated as two principal moments of 
opposite sign working at right angles to each other (Fig. 4.10a), at 
an angle of 45 0 to the torsional moment. The isotropic reinforcement 
used also meant that flexural strength in any direction would be the 
same -- hence pure torsion and pure moment had like strength per 
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unit width (Fig. 4.l0a). The flexibility of the beams representing 
a portion of plate in torsion was altered after cracking bearing 
in mind that the relative orientation of cracks to reinforcement 
orientation influences the stiffness in torsion (expressions in 
Cardenas (6) ). Torsional flexibility is a function of the angle 
between the vector representing torsion and the direction of one of 
the reinforcement axes (the reinforcement axes were mutually orthogonal) 
(Fig. 4. lOb). Even though this angle varied over the slab, it was 
assumed to be 450 in determining torsional flexibility. 
Reinforcement pullout at the column face was based on the model 
in Fig. 4.8a, and an assumed average bond stress of 4.0 MPa. For 
those beams that framed into the column face the rotation due to 
bar-slip was introduced into the analysis in the following way. Per-
pendicularly connected to a beam ("A" in Fig. 4.8b) running into the 
column face was another beam (118 11 in Fig. 4.8b) which responded only 
in torsion. The IItorsional ll beam 118 11 shown in Fig. 4.8b is free to 
rotate (torque) at node "2" but cannot rotate (torque) at node 11111. 
The torsional stiffness of the "tors'ional" beam is determined as 
follows. From equilibrium at node "2" (an expanded view of this node 
is given in Fig. 4.8c) the end-moment in the beam running into the 
column face is equal to the torsion in the beam introducing bar-slip. 
8y restricting the axial rotation of the "torsional ll beam at node "111, 
the rotation of this beam at node !!2!! is known as a function of the 
torsional stiffness and the torsion (end-moment). This rotation is 
equated to that of the bar-slip model shown in Fig. 4.8a. The end-
moments are equal and cancel out of the equation to leave the torsional 
stiffness as a function of known physical quantities (Fig. 4.8c). The 
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IItorsional ll beam provided the required relative rotation due to bar-
slip, and m~y be thought of as a spring connection for the IIflexural" 
beam at the support boundary. The location in the grid of a IItorsional ll 
beam is indicated in Fig. 4.6. 
4.3.4 Comparison of Calculated and Observed Response 
The nonlinear response of the slabs was calculated by a routine 
"s tep-by-step ll linear procedure. The IIPolo-Finite" (33) system at 
the University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) was used for each step. 
The beam properties were changed when the moment exceeded the values 
shown for cracking and yielding moments (Fig. 4.9). 
For each of the two specimens the calculated response of the 
slabs is compared with the following observed quantities: (1) Moment-
rotation curves (4 figures); (2) the twist of the slab about the 
lateral centerline to the side of the column (1 figure); (3) the 
vertical slab displacement along the longitudinal centerline (1 figure); 
(4) the measured strain in bars to the side of the column monitoring 
the progress of yield across the plate (2 figures). 
The comparison of measured and calculated moment-rotation curves 
for specimen Sl are given in Fig. 4.12 to 4.15. In Fig. 4.12 change 
of stiffness caused by initial cracking can be seen in the calculated 
points; the progressive reduction in stiffness seen in the calculated 
curve in Fig. 4.13 is due to spreading of cracking in the slab. In 
the calculations the torsional cracking moment was surpassed (to the 
side of the column) and this is indicated in Fig. 4.13; shortly after 
load cycle 21 was reached, yielding of the slab at the front column-
face was calculated and is indicated in Fig. 4.14; in Fig. 4.15 the 
calculated yielding of elements across the width continued -- with the 
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points shown at which torsional yielding (to the side of the column) 
and yielding across the full width of the plate were calculat~d. 
The next quantity compared was the measured twist of the portion 
of slab to the side of the column (Fig. 4.11). This twist was obtained 
from the difference in the vertical displacement of the slab measured 
along two parallel lines divided by the distance between the two lines. 
Matching of these calculated and measured twisting angles would enhance 
the credibility of the model used. Figure 4.16 shows the comparison 
of the observed and calculated values at various loads. (The positions 
of these loading stages are indicated on the moment-rotation curves 
of Fig. 4.12 to 4.15). A favorable comparison was obtained over a 
wide range of loads. 
Figure 4.17 compares measured and calculated vertical displacements 
along the longitudinal axis for various loading stages. The measured 
slab deflection along the longitudinal centerline to the back of column 
(W) and those measurements to the front of the column (E) were the 
same for loading steps 1.0,11.0 and 21.0. However, for loading 
step 31.0 the measurements to the back of the column (31W) were 
significantly larger than those measurements to the front on the column 
(31E). The calculated values compared well with the measurements to 
loading stage 21. At loading stage 31, calculation results corresponded 
closely to the average values (31 avg.). 
As poi nted out in Fig. 4. 15, the 1 i ghtly reinforced specimen 
51 yielded across the full width of the plate. This statement is 
supported by the strain gauge readings that implied yielding of the 
bars across the full slab width (Fig. 4.19). At other loading points 
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the calculated spread of yielding was verified by the strain gauge 
readings; by loading 31 yielding had been calculated for elements to 
the front of the column as is also evident in the gauge reading in 
Fig. 4.18. By load step 34.57 the calculated extent of yielded elements 
had progressed to approximately the position of gauge No. 16, which 
by referring to Fig. 4.19 -- correlated well with measured values. 
The calculated and measured moment-rotation curves for the 
heavily reinforced specimen, S3, are presented in Fig. 4.20 to 4.23. 
As was done with the calculations of specimen Sl, the positions at 
which the various major changes in stiffness occur are noted (from 
cracking to yielding). 
The calculated twisting angles, as presented in Fig. 4.24, bear 
a good resemblance to the measured values. 
A favorable correspondence is also present in the measured and 
calculated vertical deflections along the longitudinal axis of 
specimen S3 (Fig. 4.25). 
The strain gauge readings of Fig. 4.26 and 4.27 support the 
extent of yielding calculated in the grid model. The strain measure-
ments on gauge No. 16 presented in Fig. 4.27 show that yielding had 
yet to reach this position by the conclusion of testing. 
4.3.5 Comparison of Calculated Responses of Sl and S3 
In the calculated response, the lightly reinforced specimen Sl 
utilized the full slab width, but the more heavily reinforced specimen 
S3 did not. In each case, a good correlation between calculated and 
measured values was obtained. The calculated response of each specimen 
is compared to investigate the factors causing the differences in the 
response of the two specimens. 
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As mentioned before, the applied moment at the slab-column 
connection was resisted by flexural moments and eccentric shear forces 
at the front face of the column, and torsion and eccentric shear 
forces at the side face (Fig. 4.7). In Fig. 4.28 the fraction of the 
applied moment resisted by II shear ll and torsion at the side face is 
presented as a function of the rotation at the connection, for both 
specimens Sl and S3. As the connection rotation increased, various 
significant changes in the trends are apparent in the figure. 
Initially, the calculated fraction carried by "shear" and torsion 
at the side face was 30% of the applied moment. Cracking of the beams 
representing the portion of slab to the front of the colurm decreased 
the relative stiffness of this part in flexure, and an increase in the 
percentage of moment carried by "shear ll and torsion is noticeable in 
the fi gure. 
At positions IIAII and IIAIII in Fig. 4.28 the abrupt drop in the 
amount of the applied moment carried by torsion and "shearll at the side 
face was due to the cracking of members to the side of the colurm in 
torsion. The relative stiffness of the plate to the front face of the 
co 1 urm increased, and .. fl exure ll became re 1 ati ve ly more important. 
In the calculations the applied moment at which this occured was larger 
for specimen Sl than for S3 because Sl had a larger calculated cracking 
moment th an S 3. 
The increase in the fraction of moment carried by iishearli and 
torsion at the side face for specimen Sl at 118 11 in Fig. 4.28 and at 
118
111 for specimen S3 resulted from the yielding of a grid-beam at the 
front face of the column. For both specimens the relative stiffness 
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of the beams representing the plate to the front of the colulID was 
reduced, and relatively less moment than before was carried by flexure 
at the front face of the column. The calculated spread of cracked 
members in both specimens up to this stage in the loading is shown in 
Fig. 2.29. 
In Fi gure 4.28 the pos i ti ons II C1 and II C I II corres pond to the stage 
at which the beams representing the slab to the front of the column 
had yielded. The side face continued to gain in relative importance 
because of its relative stiffness. 
Positions IIDII and "0 111 in Fig. 4.28 represent the yielding in 
torsion of the beams at the side face of the colulID. For both speci-
mens this yielding terminated the increase in the part of applied 
moment carried by the side face. 
By referring to Fig. 4.28 the influences of the relative stiffness 
of portions of the plate on the moment quantities resisting the total 
applied load at the connection became evident. These quantities--
flexure and shear at the column front face, and torsion and eccentric 
shear at the side face--are indicated as a function of connection 
rotation for the two .specimens in Fig. 4.30 and 4.31. The contributions 
of the IIfront face" and "side face" to the overall stiffness of each 
specimen can be gathered from Fig. 4.30 (specimen Sl) and Fig. 4.31 
(speci men S3). 
The changes in incremental stiffness also influenced the increment 
in moment carri ed by the gri d beams across the wi dth of the slab. The 
moments in defined beams across the width of specimen Sl and S3 are 
indicated for increasing column-slab connection rotation in Fig. 4.32 
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(specimen Sl) and Fig. 4.33 (specimen S3). The key in each figure 
gives the position of the beams. For each beam the moment was normal-
ized by its yield moment. 
The shaded zones in the figures (4.30 to 4.33) are provided as a 
reference; the letters liN', IIB", IIC" and 11011 correspond to the 
definitions given in Fig. 4.28. These figures allow insight into the 
porti on of potenti a 1 IIwi de beam" strength gai ned by each speci men at 
progressive loading stages. The history of the grid beams specified 
in Fig. 4.32 and 4.33 will be discussed in turn. 
Position 118" in Fig. 4.32 and "BII1 in Fig. 4.33 indicate the 
yielding in beam "30" at the front face of the coluJ111. For specimen 51 
this occurred at a connection rotation of about 0.25%, and for specimen 
S3 at a connection rotation of about 0.5% as would be expected from 
a comparison of their strengths. Once the other beam at the front face 
yielded (positions IIC" and "C III ) the side face carried relatively more 
of the applied load. 
Beam "32" in specimen 51 matured before the slab to the side face 
underwent a significant drop in stiffness. This took place at a connec-
tion rotation of about 1.0%, well before torsional yielding at the side 
face (position "0", Fig. 4.30). The stiffness of the slab to the side 
face in specimen S3 was reduced before beam "3211 could yield, as is 
apparent just past the shaded zone in Fig. 4.31. As a result the 
beam 1132" in specimen 53 yielded at a relatively large colurrn-slab 
connection rotation of more than 2.0%. This yielding of beam "32" in 
specimen 53 happened at about the sarre time as torsional yielding at 
the side face of the coluJ111 (position "C'", Fig. 4.31). 
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At the time of yie 1 ding in beam II 30 11 the moment in beam II 3411 was 
about 40% of its yield moment in specimen Sl, but only 20% of its 
yield moment in specimen S3. The overall stiffness of specimen Sl was 
sufficient to enable beam 1134" to mature at about the same time that 
the plate to the side face of the column yielded in torsion. This 
happened at a connection rotation of about 2.5% (position IID II , Fig. 
4.32). When the portion of plate to the side face of the column 
yielded in torsion, the moment in beam "34" of specimen S3 had only 
reached 30% of the yield moment. The subsequent low stiffness of 
specimen S3 (Fig. 4.31) restricted the beam 113411 from developing its 
potential strength within a reasonable connection rotation. 
Shear stress calculated at the column from the shear reactions 
indicated that specimen S3 had an average stress of about 0.33 ~ , 
f~ in MPa (or 4 ~ , f~ in psi), whereas the li ghtly reinforced 
specimen Sl had a lower shear stress level of 0.25 ~ , f~ in MPa. 
... ... 
Modeling of both specimens by the nonlinear grid method was achieved 
without shear appearing as a limiting factor. 
Figures 4.34 and 4.35 illustrate the difference in the ability of 
the two specimens Sl and S3 to propagate yielding across their respec-
tive widths. Even though specimen S3 could potentially resist more 
moment this could not be achieved without excessive rotation of the 
column-plate connection owing to the very low stiffness of the specimen. 
4.4 Reflection on Stiffness 
From the comparison of measured and calculated moment-rotation 
responses, it appeared that the slab-column elements were in a 
partially cracked condition before testing. The influence of cracking, 
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attributable primarily to shrinkage, was stronger for S3 (Fig. 4.20) 
th an for S 1 (Fi g. 4. 12) . 
A stronger influence on overall stiffness was the slip of the 
reinforcement at sections of maximum moment. Comparisons of measured 
and calculated curves suggest that this phenomenon was modeled 
satisfactorily. The calculated rotation at yield caused by bar-slip 
was 30% of the connection rotation (Specimen S3). 
The success of the grid model was measured by comparing calculated 
and observed moment-rotation relationships, vertical slab displace-
ments along the longitudinal axis, twist deformations along the 
lateral axis, and the progress of yield across the slab width. 
The nonlinear-response model for the slab demonstrated that the 
major difference between the responses of Sl and S3 (that the yield 
moment of the full width of the slab was not developed for S3) could 
be explained in terms of flexural and torsional flexibi1ities of slab 
elements, and without invoking phenomena associated with shear failure. 
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5. DISCUSSION OF OBSERVED RESPONSE OF SPECIMENS 
WITH VERTICAL AND LATERAL LOAD 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the performance of three specimens with 
like reinforcement ratio (S2, S4 and S5) but with varying amounts of 
superimposed vertical load. 
Criswell (11) distinguished between punching failure and 
flexural failure of a column-plate connection under vertical loading 
alone. Having obtained a shear value, Vf , from the flexural yield line 
mechanism he observed in relatively lightly reinforced slabs, he used 
this value to evaluate whether a specimen had failed in flexure or shear. 
When the observed shear strength, Vu' was less than the calculated value 
of Vf for the specimen he classified it to have failed in shear. 
In a similar way one could appraise the performance of specimens 
S4 and S5, and compare their observed strength with the strength calcu-
lated from a likely yield-line pattern (that of the I'wide~beam"). 
Remembering that even specimen S2--which had no superimposed vertical 
load--could not achieve the calculated "wide-beamll strength, immediately 
flaws the definition of Vf . 
A comparison between the observed strength of the specimens S4, S5 
(superimposed vertical load) and S2 (no superimposed vertical load) with 
their respective calculated IIwide-beamll strengths may allow more insight 
than merely comparing their respective observed strengths with one 
another. 
5.2 Crack Patterns 
The trace on the surface of the inclined crack that caused the abrupt 
failure of specimen S4 was similar to that in S5. It was typical of those 
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recorded in punching shear tests by Criswell (11). In contrast to 
the punching of a slab subjected to only vertical loads, the inclined 
crack did not develop on all four sides of the column. The inclined 
crack could be seen at the center of the ~ide faces of the column, 
spreading out in a fan pattern, like the wings of a grotesque fly, to the 
rear face of the column (Fig. 5.4). 
As for specimens Sl to S3, both specimens S4 and S5 had well 
developed flexural crack patterns; in this respect the types of cracks in 
the specimens were similar (Fig. 5.5). 
Judging the strength of specimens S4 and S5 by the crack patterns 
one could conclude that up to failure it was determined by the same 
mechanism as for specimens Sl to S3. In both specimens S4 and S5 this 
failure occured at relatively large connection rotations (about 4.5%). 
5.3 Observed Response 
Two trends are to be seen in Fig. 5.1: The lateral, load achieved 
by specimen S4 appears less than that of S5 despite the fact that specimen 
S4 carried only a half of the superimposed vertical load of S5; the 
strengths of specimens S4 and S5 appear to fall below the strength of S2 
(no superimposed vertical load). 
As previously mentioned one may compare the strength of the specimens 
by how much of their respective calculated "wide-beamll strength they 
achieved. A prescience of the outcome of this comparison is likely if 
one observed from Fig. 5.2 that the moment-curvature relationships of 
S5 and S4 indicate that the flexural strength per unit of width was 
greater for specimen S5 than for S4. Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1 reveal that 
specimens S4 and S5 achieved about the same proportion of their respec-
tive IIwide-beamll strengths. The implication of this comparison of 
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normalized strengths is that the different amounts of superimposed load 
did not make a significant difference. Also apparent in Fig. 5.3 is that 
in specimen S2 a larger proportion of "wide-beam" strength was obtained 
than for specimen S4 or S5. 
Returning to Fig. 5.1 it is clear that in the initial loading range 
(say up to 20 kNm) specimen S2 responded in a significantly stiffer 
manner than did the other two specimens. This can be attributed to the 
effect of cracking caused by the vertical load. As the grid-analysis of 
specimens Sl and S3 indicated, the resulting reduction in initial stiff-
ness would have a detrimental influence on the ability of the specimens 
S4 and S5 to develop their potential within a reasonable connection rota-
tion. It does appear that connection rotations at maximum observed load 
in specimens S4 and S5 were greater than for specimen S2 (no superimposed 
vertical load). 
From Fig. 5.1 it is also apparent that specimens S4 and S5 only 
failed abruptly after having achieved a significant deformation; not 
the type of behavior expected from a connection fettered by punching 
shea r. 
The conclusion is that both S4 and S5 reached a major portion (95%) 
of the strength of specimen S2 (when all are normalized by their respec-
tive IIwide-beamll strength). The specimens S4 and S5 had to be deformed 
somewhat further than did specimen S2 to realize this strength. This 
must be borne in mind when making deductions with respect to stiffness 
from those specimens in which no superimposed vertical load was present. 
Inclined cracks surfaced at excessive connection rotation of speci-
mens 54 and 55. Up to this rotation the response mechanism was as for 
Sl to S3. 
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6. DYN~1IC TESTS: DISCUSSION OF OBSERVED RESPONSE 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the response of the specimens tested 
"dynamically'l and will compare features of the static with those of the 
dynamic tests. 
The reinforcement ratio was varied in specimens 01, 02 and 03 in 
the same way as for the static-test specimens Sl, S2 and S3. The three 
ratios used were 0.65% (01 and Sl), 0.98% (D2 and S2) and 1.31% (03 and 
S3). 
The base motion during simulated runs was that of El Centro 1940, 
the North-South component. Steady-state runs of systematically varying 
frequency with constant base displacement were also conducted. By 
fixing the shake-table and releasing the top of the specimen suddenly 
--after having displaced it laterally a small amount--a free vibration 
was introduced. 
Discussion will concentrate on the observed strength, stiffness 
and damping of the specimens. 
The data represented here are documented in detail in Appendix F. 
6.2 Response Similarities between the Dynamic and 
Static Specimens 
The "wide-beam" action of the specimens may be assessed on the 
basis of their measured strengths. Without detracting from following 
comparisons between the static and dynamic test sets, Fig. 6.1 indicates 
the strength in the context of the IIwide-beam" strength. (See also 
Table 6.1.) 
The lightly reinforced specimen 01 did better than its potential 
strength, calculated assuming yielding across the full plate width ("wide-
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beam " strength). This potential yield-line moment was calculated from 
static properties for the concrete and reinforcement. Both 02 (inter-
mediate reinforcement ratio) and 03 (reinforced heaviest) failed to reach 
their potential Ifu1l-beam" strength. Referring to Fig. 6.1, the value 
indicated by OP is that of a pilot test documented in Appendix H. Its 
strength also follows the trend set up by the observed strength of 01, 
02 and 03. 
The observed crack patterns in the dynamically tested specimen 
were remarkably similar to those observed during the static test 
program (even. though in the static tests the strength was achieved on a 
final loading cycle that resulted in some anti-symmetry). Generally, 
the crack patterns in the dynamic specimens were symmetrically located. 
The orientation of the major cracks was comparable to that of the major 
cracks in the static tests (Fig. 4.5). Specimen 01 had its major cracks 
spanning the full width of the slab (Fig. 6.2). This position was also 
observed in the statically tested specimen Sl. Comparison of the crack-
ing patterns for 01, 02 and 03 indicates a tendency for the major cracks 
to occur at an increasing angle to the edge of the column as the rein-
forcement ratio increases. No evidence of inclined cracking--associated 
with punching-shear--was seen on the surface of the slabs. 
The influence of reinforcement ratio change was similar in the 
dynamically and statically tested specimens (01 to 03 and Sl to S3): 
(1) The trend in strength variation as a function of reinforcement ratio 
was ~uch the same. (2) The crack patterns provided evidence that a 
similar mechanism determined the behavior of the statically and dynamically 
tested specimens. 
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6.3 Strength 
The increase in strength of a dynamically tested specimen over its 
statically tested counterpart is clearly visible in Fig. 6.1. By 
noticing that this increase is approximately constant with increase in 
reinforcement, it can be derived that the heavily reinforced specimen D3 
had a relatively larger increase in observed strength over S3 than that of 
D1 over Sl. 
The purpose of Fig. 6.3 to Fig. 6.5 is to illustrate the range of 
the various runs for specimens 01 to D3. The ordinate represents the 
total moment applied to the plate-column connection. The displacement is 
that measured at the position of the attached column mass (Fig. 6.6). 
(In other diagrams dynamic-test runs are often referred to by the letter 
110 11 ) 1\ • 
Runs 2, 3, 5 and 6 (Specimen 01) are superimposed on the envelope 
obtained from the static test of Sl (Fig. 6.7). In runs 5 and 6, 01 
reached an increased strength compared with the static envelope. Relative 
to the observed strength of S1 the increase does not appear to be substan-
ti a 1 . 
The shaded zone in Fig. 6.7 spans between a column-slab joint rota-
tion of 1.5% to 2.0%, a range of significant joint rotation. 
Three runs, 3, 9 and 10, are superimposed on the envelope measured 
from the statically tested specimen S2 (Fig. 6.8). A noticeable increase 
in strength of 02 over S2 was achieved. 
Again, the shaded area indicates the extent of 1.5% to 2.0% joint 
rotation (Fig. 6.8). 
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Runs 2, 3, 4 and 5 from dynamically tested specimen 03 are compared 
with the envelope from statically tested S3 (Fig. 6.9). The IIdynamic" 
strength of 03 had a clear edge over the II static" strength of S3. 
The shaded zone spans in Fig. 6.8 between a column-slab joint 
rotation of 1.5% to 2.0%. 
The smoothed envelopes--of the comparable specimens tested statically 
and dynamically--are presented in summary in Fig. 6.10. The observed 
strength of 02 was approximately 26% greater than that of S2. The in-
crease of 03 over that of S3 was 38%. A comparison of the observed 
strengths in this way is misleading because of differences in the material 
properties of the specimens. By normalizing each specimen IS observed 
strength by its calculated yield-line strength,the difference in material 
properties can be accounted for. This approach is presented in Fig. 6.1 
and in Table 6.2. The comparison of normalized strengths results in less 
scatter: (1) the normalized strength of 01 had a 21% increase over that 
of Sl; (2) the normalized strength of 02 had an increase of 27% over that 
of S2; (3) specimen D3 was 31% stronger than S3 if compared in this 
fashion. The effect of rate of strain on the material properties of 
concrete and steel will be explored in an attempt to explain the apparent 
differences between the dynamically and statically tested specimens. 
An approximate strain rate can be calculated for the dynamically 
tested specimens: if one assumed a period for the specimens of about 0.2 
seconds (see the frequency range in Fig. 6.23 beyond a displacement of 10mm) 
and ~ssumes the time the steel takes to reach its yield strain as 1/6 of 
the period, a strain rate of 0.05/sec is plausible. Criswell (12) tabulated 
the findings of a number of researchers on the effect of strain rate on 
the lower yield stress of steel in tension. For intermediate grade steel 
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Criswell reported a 10% to 20% increase in lower yield stress for a strain 
rate range of 0.03/sec to O.lO/sec when compared with the yield stress 
of slowly tested steel. Bertero et al (5) measured a 28% increase in 
lower yield stress of deformed reinforcing bars (of intermediate grade 
steel) tested at a strain rate of O.OS/sec. Bertero et al noted that 
a strain rate of O.OS/sec did not increase the ultimate stress signifi-
cantly when compared with the ultimate stress of bars tested at a low 
strain rate. 
The strength of reinforced concrete sections in flexure is insensitive 
to variations in concrete strength. Shear strength, on the other hand, 
would be sensitive to changes in concrete strengths. The grid-analysis 
(of Chapter 4) explained the measured strengths of specimens Sl to S3 
as being determined by flexural action. Adding to this the observation 
that the dynamically tested specimens 01 to 03 appear to have the same 
mechanisms as for Sl to S3 respectively, one can deduce that changes in 
concrete strength in the dynamic testing cannot explain the observed 
increase in strength of dynamically tested specimen 03 over that of 
statically tested S3. 
Turning to the expected increase in lower yield stress (at larger 
strain rates) to account for normalized strength increases of 21 to 
31% seems acceptable. It is possible that the lighter reinforced 
section of specimen 01 may be less sensitive to the rate of strain than 
03 because of larger strains (Bertero et al (5) ) in under-reinforced 
sections in flexure. 
In conclusion it appears that the observed increase in flexural 
strengths of the dynamically tested specimens over those of the statically 
tested can be attributed to the increase in the lower yield point of the 
reinforcement associated with higher strain rates. 
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6.4 Stiffness 
6.4.1 Methods of Evaluation 
Guided by posts a pedestrian will keep to the sidewalk around a 
corner; remove the obstacle and one is tempted to take the short cut. 
In the response of the specimens tested a knowledge of the lI ou ter ll 
stiffness as well as the "short cut ll stiffness is necessary. 
Stiffness information is derived from free-vibration tests, steady-
state- tests, and moment-displacement plots obtained from earthquake runs. 
An idealized representation of the displacemet- history in these types of 
tests is shown in Fig. 6.11a. A unit displacement (Fig. 6.11a) has been 
used for illustrative purposes. For specimens 01 and 03 the steady-state 
testing was grouped (as described in Appendix 0); a series of small-ampli-
tude motions constituted a steady-state test prior to and after a steady-
state test comprising large-amplitude motions (idealized in Fig. 6.llb). 
The three types of tests (FV, 55, and Runs) cause different ampli-
tudes of response, and this is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. The free-vibra-
tion test was limited to a very small amplitude of response. Steady-state 
tests caused both large and small amplitudes of response. Resonance 
frequency was taken as the measure of stiffness in the steady-state tests. 
The stiffness information obtained from moment-displacement relationships 
of the simulated earthquake runs spans small and large amplitudes of re-
sponse. The secant stiffness to the point of maximum response is used 
in this case. 
The previously experienced displacement of a specimen is a useful 
parameter by which the change in stiffness may be expressed. Generally 
the maximum amplitude of response during a simulated earthquake run 
increased as the testing sequence progressed. A summary of the sequence 
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of testing for specimens 01 to 03 is shown in Fig. 3.2 to 3.4. 
The observed stiffness characteristics of each specimen will be 
discussed in turn in the following sections. In conclusion, general 
trends observed in the three specimens will be considered. 
6.4.2 Specimen 01 
For specimen 01 (p = 0.65%) frequencies at various stages in testing 
are shown in Fig. 6.13. A schematic representation of the testing sequence 
is also given in this figure. The displacement quantity referred to in 
Fig. 6.13 is the maximum top-level displacement experienced at the incident. 
Frequency values are plotted in Fig. 6.14 against the maximum previously 
experienced top-level displacement. The expected overall I!softeningll with 
increase in displacement, as gauged by an ever decreasing frequency, is 
quite evident in Fig. 6.14. Initially the stiffness dropped off rapidly 
for relatively small displacements, indicating extended cracking (Fig. 
6.14). Quite significant softening still took place after a displacement 
of 10 mm (a column-slab rotation 0.9%). This implies that considerable 
"yieldingll in the specimen occurred at a relatively large connection. rota .. 
tion. 
In Fig. 6.15d one may observe a relatively soft response for the 
specimen at low amplitudes. The incremental stiffness increased as the 
amplitude of response increased. The soft-to-stiff type of response is 
present in Fig. 6.l5c after the specimen underwent its maximum displace-
ment (the inner loops). 
The change in incremental stiffness of a specimen during a large-
amplitude steady-state test will be discussed when using these tests to 
eV31uate damping in the specimens. 
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The maximum response amplitude for specimen 01 during large-ampli-
tude steady-state tests SS4.2 was close to that of the preceding simulated 
earthquake run, Run 5 (Fig. 6.13). The resulting softening during steady-
state test SS4.2 can be inferred from Fig. 6.16d; there was a drop in 
frequency from the small-amplitude steady-state test SS4.1 (prior to large-
amplitude test SS4.2) to SS4.3 (after SS4.2). Relatively less change in 
stiffness was encountered in SS3 (Fig. 6.16c). In these figures the ampli-
fication factor is the ratio between the base acceleration and the accelera-
tion measured at the location of the mass in the equivalent single degree 
of freedom system. 
6.4.3 Specimen 02 
In Fig. 6.17 a record of the frequency at various stages in the 
testing of specimen 02 is presented. In the steady-state test there 
was no "sandwiching" of a large-amplitude test between two small-amplitude 
tests. As was the case for specimen 01, specimen 02 also underwent an 
overall softening as the experienced maximum response displacement increased. 
This trend is clear in Fig. 6.18. There was a rapid initial decrease in 
stiffness, and significant drops in frequency still occurred after 10 mm 
displacement. 
The soft-to-stiff response of the specimen as it moves from low 
amplitudes to large amplitudes of response within a run (Fig. 6.4) is 
apparent in the latter stages of testing. 
6.4.4 Specimen 03 
The relevant frequency information for specimen 03 is compiled in 
Fig. 6.19 and Fig. 6.20. The mass on the specimen was increased on two 
occasions during the testing procedure; the masses were to cause additional 
moment to the relatively heavily reinforced specimen 03. This addition is 
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indicated in Fig~ 6.20, and was monitored by the free-vibration tests. 
Changes in frequency resulted from this added mass, but do not distract 
from the general trend of decrease in stiffness. One may deduce from 
Fig. 6~20 that the specimen 03 yielded at a relatively large connection 
rotation as significant drops in stiffness occur after a displacement of 
10 mm. 
The moment-displacement diagrams (specimen 03) of the latter runs 
in Fig. 6.5 and those of the steady-state tests of Fig. 6.21 have a soft-
to-stiff response. Without delving deeply into the response of nonlinear 
systems one may venture to say that the stiffening system in steady-state 
tests 3 and 4 should result in a large (listifferll) resonance frequency 
(discussed further in Section 6.6) for a relatively larger amplitude test. 
In Fig. 6.22 the resonance frequencies from the large-amplitude tests 
bear out this observation, and these tests had larger resonance frequencies 
than the small-amplitude tests. This trend was not as obvious in the 
steady-state test of specimen 01. In steady-state test SS3.2 of specimen 01 
(Fig. 6.16c) a lower resonance frequency than the preceding small-amplitude 
test was measured. Near resonance in this test the base amplitude changed 
abruptly from 1.5 mm to 1.0 mm, and caused a significant disturbance. 
An overa 11 softening of the IIshort cut ll sti ffness coul d also di sgui se the 
stiffer response of the "short cut" stiffness at large amplitudes of 
response. This will be analyzed further in discussing damping of specimen 
01 . 
6.4.5 Summary 
In summary, Fig. 6.23 compares the change in frequency for three 
specimens 01, 02 and 03. The frequencies in this figure were calculated 
from the secant stiffness of the moment-displacement relationships for 
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the various simulated earthquake runs. There are important observations 
concerning all the specimens: (1) The specimens--as the grid analysis in 
Chapter 4 also indicated--appeared to be initially cracked, and a rapid 
drop in stiffness for relatively small displacements was apparent. 
(2) Significant changes in frequency after relatively large displacements 
(connection rotations of about 1%) imply that considerable yielding still 
took place at large displacements. (3) Initially the specimens responded 
quite linearly. For example, one may consider Run 2 and 552.2 of 01 in 
Fig. 6.15. In the latter stages of testing the specimens tended to have 
a range of extremely low stiffness, followed by an incremental stiffening 
as larger response displacements were reached. This soft-to-stiff IIshort 
cut ll stiffness was evident in Run 5 and 554.2 of 01, Fig. 6.15 (the latter 
stages of testing of specimen 01). The range of low stiffness at rela-
tively small displacements has been ascribed to bar-slip and the opening 
of cracks in the concrete. It is of importance as it affects the ability 
of the specimen to dissipate energy by hysteretic action. 
6.5 Hysteresis 
The area enclosed within a hysteresis loop in a force-displacement 
relationship is considered to be a measure of the energy dissipated in 
the system. Therefore, before discussing the calculated damping values 
of the dynamically tested specimens it may be informative to summarize 
the observed force-displacement relationships. 
For reference purposes the area enclosed by hysteretic action in a 
moment-displacement relationship is given the label "hysteresis area." 
Even before significant yielding occurred a considerable hysteresis 
area was observed in the moment-displacement relationships (Fig. 6.l5a 
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and b). The extensive cracking of the plate across its surface can be 
expected to account for this. 
The hysteresis area appeared relatively larger once yielding took 
place. This is quite evident in Run S of specimen Dl (Fig. 6.7), 
Run 10 in 02 (Fig. 6.8), and Run 4 in specimen 03 (Fig. 6.9). It is 
important to realize that these runs took place at relatively large 
rotations (a connection rotation of greater than 1.S%). 
Furthermore, the shape of the hysteresis area was a function of the 
previously experienced maximum displacement. The hysteresis area of Run S 
in specimen 01 (Fig. 6.1Sc), enclosed by the "outer" loop is quite distinct 
from the hysteresis area in steady-state test SS4.2 (Fig. 6.1Sd) follow-
ing Run S. The previously experienced maximum displacement was not ex-
ceeded in SS4.2. The shape of the hysteresis area in Fig. 6.1Sd was pinched 
at large amplitudes of response. This shape was also evident in Fig. 6.1Sc 
after the specimen had exceeded the previously experienced maximum dis-
placement (the inner loops in Fig. 6.1Sc). 
In summary, the specimens appeared to dissipate considerable amounts 
of energy prior to yielding, and appreciably more after "yielding.1I The 
shape of the hysteresis area was sensitive to the amplitude of response, 
and the previously experienced maximum displacement. 
6.6 Damping 
6.6.1 Methods of Evaluation 
In determining damping values for the specimens,certain simplifi-
cations were made regarding the type of damping and the system type. The 
damping factors ref~rred to are equivalent linear viscous damping factors, 
usually expressed as a percentage of critical damping. The systems were 
assumed to have a single degree of freedom (SDOF system, Appendix G.l). 
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Linear as well as cubic stiffnesses were considered. The system with 
cubic stiffness was based on the well-known IIDuffing equation" (Duffing 
(13) ): 
where 
.. • 2 3 
x + cx + w X + ~x = z 
n 
x = relative displacement of the SDOF system (a dot indicates a time 
derivative) 
z = base motion 
w = natural frequency 
n 
=)£2: 
e e 
k = linear spring stiffness [kNm/radianJ 
te = equivalent length of pendulum (Table G.l) 
me = equivalent mass (Table G.l) 
c = viscous damping 
= 26 w n 
6 = damping factor as a percentage of critical damping 
~ = cubic stiffness factor 
= kc/(met:) 
kc = cubic spring stiffness [kNm/radian3](moment = k(e)+kc(e)3, 
e=rotation of spring) 
The damping values were calculated from free-vibration tests, simulated 
earthquake runs and steady-state tests. 
A linear SDOF system was assumed to describe the response of the 
specimen in free-vibration tests. Damping factors were calculated using 
the logarithmic decrement method (Timoshenko et al (48)). 
An evaluation of equivalent damping in the idealized SDOF oscillator 
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during the simulated earthquake runs was made as follows: the frequency 
of the system was calculated using the measured secant-stiffness (to the 
point of maximum response) in the specific run; the maximum relative 
displacement at the mass position of the equivalent SDOF system was 
measured; the calculated displacement response spectrum was entered at 
the aforementioned frequency, and by comparing calculated spectrum dis-
placements with the measured maximum relative displacement a damping value 
was estimated. Damping values thus obtained are sensitive to changes in 
the assumed stiffness of the system; if the "FV stiffness" was used instead 
of the IIsecant stiffness" a maximum difference of 40% was obtained in 
respective damping values. 
At the risk of emphasizing the steady-state tests to the detriment of 
the other methods of estimating damping, a detailed explanation of the 
"steady-state approach" follows. 
The absolute acceleration of the equivalent SDOF system was measured 
during the steady-state test by taking the mean value for ten consecutive 
cycles (coeff. of variation typically 0.10). The amplification factor 
was the amplitude of response at each input frequency step divided by 
the amplitude of the base acceleration for that step. The resulting 
response spectra were compared with values calculated for linear or non-
linear SDOF systems. In the latter case, the measured moment-displacement 
relationship of the specific steady-state test was approximated by a 
cubic stiffness expreSSlon (the "short cut Jl stiffness) that in turn was 
used to calculate response spectra. Damping ,values of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12% 
of critical damping were used in calculations. Conclusions were drawn 
from comparing the calculated response spectra with the measured response 
data. Other researchers have evaluated measured response from steady-
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state tests by other nonlinear means. For example, Ibanez (24) defined 
a nonl inear expression for damping. Iwan ( 25, 26) and Jennings (27 ) 
have calculated response spectra to steady-state motions by using various 
hysteresis models to describe their systems. Results from Iwan's studies 
are mentioned in the discussions to follow. The IIDuffing equation," with 
the cubic stiffness for the SDOF system based on measured moment-displace-
ment relationships, allowed further simplifications to be made. For 
example, the peak values of amplification of a linear system in a response 
spectra using the absolute acceleration of the SDOF mass as parameter is 
described by the following expression (Thomson (46) ): 
Max. Amplification factor = 
M.A.F. 
M.A.F. 
=jl + -'--= (213)2 , if one assumes 
where 
Wr = resonance frequency 
wn = natural frequency 
13 = viscous damp~ng as a percentage of 
critical damping 
(6.1) 
for relatively small values of S. 
The peak value in the nonlinear ("Ouffing") system may be expressed as 
(Timoshenko et al (48) ): 
_ 1 wr 
M.A.F. -2"0 
IJ wn 
(6.2) 
For the calculated response of the steady-state tests, using the nonlinear 
description, Eq. 6.1 and 6.2 gave similar estimates of damping. These 
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values are listed in Table 6.3. The simpler expression 6.1 will be used 
in discussions. Another advantage in using IIDuffing'sll equation was that 
a stiffening as well as a softening system could be investigated. Changes 
in II short cut ll stiffness during a test could also be recognized, an im-
portant physical consideration. 
The size of the response amplitude is important to place the various 
tests in perspective (Fig. 6.12): Free-vibration tests were small in 
amplitude; steady-state were both small and large in amplitude; the simu-
lated earthquake runs were small and large in amplitude. The previous 
maximum displacement encountered by a specimen was usually exceeded in a 
simulated earthquake run, but the steady-state tests were generally kept 
below the maximum displacement experienced before the test. 
The damping evaluated in the dynamically tested specimens follows. 
For each specimen an overall view of the damping evaluated is given at 
first, and then a more detailed discussion. 
6.6.2 Specimen Dl 
The sequence of tests in specimen Dl and the estimates of damping 
during a test are shown in Fig. 6.24. The displacement value referred 
to in the figure is the maximum .displacement in that particular test 
measured at the position of the attached mass'on the column of the 
specimen. The maximum displacement encountered by a specimen before an 
evaluation of damping is another meaningful displacement parameter and is 
used in Fig. 6.25. This figure gives a summary of the damping values 
shown in the previous figure. 
Some general observations may be made from Fig. 6.25. The damping 
values from the steady-state and free-vibration tests appear quite 
similar in Fig. 6.25. The different range of amplitudes in the two 
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types of tests do not seem to have had a significant effect. The large 
amplitude test in Run 5 produced the largest damping value of 13%. 
Significant increases in damping still took place after a displacement of 
10 mm (1% column rotation). 
The steady-state evaluation of damping appears to show a sharp in-
crease early in the sequence of testing. By the time the specimen had 
encountered a maximum displacement of 10mm (about a 1% connection rota-
tion) the large-amplitude steady-state test evaluated damping to be about 
7%. The response in SSl (Fig. 6.26) appears to be that of a linear 
system. As may be inferred by the decrease in amplification factor in 
Fig. 6.26, there was a sharp increase in damping between steady-state 
tests 2.2 and 3.2. Although the response in steady-state test SSl 
(Fig. 6.26) resembles that expected from a relatively linear system, the 
response in steady-state tests S53.2 shows an abrupt decrease in ampli-
fication factor after the resonance frequency was reached. To determine 
whether this jump was the result of the response of a system with nonlinear 
stiffness to steady-state motion, the response was calculated using the 
II Duffi ng equa t i on II (Stoker (43)). 
In Fig. 6.27a the assumed cubic stiffness is shown based on the ob-
served moment-displacement relationship before resonance occurred. The 
II short cut" stiffness was used to generate the response curves marked 
II All in the response spectra Fig. 6.27c. These curves are discontinued at 
the point of maximum amplification. The diamond shaped data points in this 
figure refer to observed values. The point of maximum measured response 
deviated from curves IIAII. Asa result of malfunctioning of the equipment, 
the amplitude of the base-motion changed abruptly (1.5 to 1.0 mm) during 
this input frequency, and this would have influenced the measurements 
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significantly. 
Before discussing the other portion of the response spectra in 
Fig. 6.27c it may be noted that a change in the II short cut ll stiffness 
of the system seems to have occurred (the free-vibration test done 
prior to SS3 indicated a frequency of 5.7 Hz and that done afterwards 
resulted in a frequency of 5.0 Hz, Fig. 6.13). The cubic stiffness 
used to describe the response to a steady-state base motion after 
resonance in SS3.2 is indicated in Fig. 6.27b. Curves marked IIBII in 
Fig. 6.27c were calculated using the stiffness shown in Fig. 6.27b. 
It seems that the observed maximum response point could have "belonged" 
to these curves; this is also in keeping with the type of IIjumps" in 
response typical in a IIsofteningll system. The decrease in stiffness 
is quite apparent in the relative shift of curves "8 11 ; the broken 
line portion of curves 118 11 should have coincided with curves II All if 
no change in frequency had occurred. If Fig. 6.27c is reconsidered 
in its entirety the abrupt change in measured response is the result 
of a change in the "short cut" stiffness. At the apparent damping 
level, the nonlinearity of the stiffness in SS3--as matched by the 
assumed cubic stiffness--is not severe enough to cause the observed 
jumps. The explanation of the response during SS4.2 is similar to 
that given for SS3.2. The assumed stiffnesses are indicated in Fig. 
6.28a and b, and the calculated curves corresponding to these stiff-
nesses are plotted in Fig. 6.28c. An inferred shift in "short cut" 
stiffness is noticeable in Fig. 6.28c. The observed responses to 
steady-state tests SS3.2 and SS4.2 appear well matched by the calculated 
spectra assuming a soft-to-stiff "short cut" stiffness. 
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During the cycle of maximum response to earthquake run Run 5, the 
shape of the hysteresis appeared distinct from that of steady-state 
SS4.2 (Fig. 6.15 c and d). The response cycle in Run 5 followed the 
lIouter" envelope, but SS4.2 did not surpass the previous maximum dis-
placement experienced. Were these two tests judged by the concept of 
the energy dissipated being proportional to the area enclosed by the 
response cycle, Run 5 dissipated more energy. Even though the maximum 
damping value of 13% was evaluated from Run 5, the sensitivity of this 
evaluation to the assumed stiffness is considerable. 
6.6.3 Specimen 02 
The sequence of tests in Specimen D2 and the estimates of damping 
during a specific test are shown in Fig. 6.29. (The ordinate in this 
figure is the maximum displacement measured during a specific test.) 
The maximum displacement encountered before a damping evaluation is used 
as the abscissa in Fig. 6.30 to show the trend in damping values. The 
increase in damping after relatively large connection rotations (1%) 
suggests that significant yielding took place at a large rotation. A 
maximum damping value of 10% was evaluated for the simulated earthquake 
Run 10. 
In the steady-state testing the damping obtained from SS6 appeared 
larger than that from the following steady-state test SS7. This may be 
inferred from the maximum amplification factors in Fig. 6.31. Steady-
state test SS6 was unusual in that the previously experienced maximum 
displacement measured before the test was exceeded during SS6 (Fig. 6.29, 
sequence 28 and 29). Furthermore, the response to the base motion of 
SS6 was calculated using a cubic-stiffness approximation. The observed 
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moment-displacement relationship in Fig. 6.32a appears to have some 
softening at large amplitudes of response, as would be expected from 
the specimen in following the outer envelope of response. The assumed 
cubic stiffness in Fig. 6.32a follows a softening path rather than a 
stiffening one. The assumed cubic stiffness indicated in Fig. 6.32a 
was used to calculate the curves up to resonance in Fig. 6.32c (marked 
IIA"). The assumed cubic stiffness used to calculate the response curves 
after resonance in Fig. 6.32c (marked 118 11 ) is shown in Fig. 6.32b. The 
calculated response appears to follow the trends in the observed values 
( Fig. 6. 32 c) . 
During simulated earthquake runs Run 8 and 9 the estimate of damping 
was appreciably lower than that from Run 7 (Fig. 6.29). In these runs 
the maximum previously encountered displacement was not surpassed. 
6.6.4 Specimen D3 
The relevant information on damping for Specimen D3 is shown in Fig. 
6.33 and 6.34. From Fig. 6.34 it appears, as for the other specimens, 
that damping values increase markedly even after a top displacement of 
10 mm. 
In the evaluation of damping from small-amplitude tests (the free-
vibration and small-amplitude steady-state) the estimates appear larger 
than the estimates from the other tests. A value of 16% was inferred 
from SS4.1 and 18% from SS4.3 (the two small-amplitude tests in steady-
s tate test SS4). 
The response to the large-amplitude steady-state tests is shown as 
amplification vs. input frequency in Fig. 6.35. Relatively sharp drops 
in amplification after resonance in SS2 and SS3.2 appear in this figure. 
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An attempt was made at matching the observed response up to resonance 
in each of these s teady-s tate tes ts (SS2 and SS 3.2). In Fi g. 6. 36a the 
measured moment-displacement and the assumed cubic stiffness is shown; 
Fig. 6.36b shows the calculated curves using this stiffness, and the 
observed data points. Figure 6.37 shows the results of similar calcula-
tions for SS3.2. A significant amount of high frequency disturbance 
can be seen in the measured response of SS4.2 (Fig. 6.21c); the filtered 
response (15Hz) is shown in Fig. 6.21d. 
In the testing after a maximum displacement of about lOmm had been 
experienced by specimen 03, the evaluation of damping from the earthquake 
runs appeared somewhat larger than those obtained from the large-ampli-
tude steady-state tests. 
6. 6. 5 Summa ry 
The damping values derived from the large-amplitude steady-state 
tests, small-amplitude tests (FV and SS), and simulated earthquake runs 
are discussed in turn. The calculated damping values at a reasonable 
connection rotation are discussed in the last paragraph. 
The comparison of calculated response to steady-state tests, using 
an assumed cubic stiffness,with the observed response indicated that 
jumps in response could be explained in terms of changes to the overall 
stiffness properties C'short cut" stiffness) of the specimen. These 
jumps could not be ascribed to the incremental nonlinearity of the "short 
cut" stiffness, but rather to the change in II short cut ll stiffness (Fig. 
6.28a an db) . 
Small-amplitude tests (free-vibration and small-amplitude steady-
state) appeared to lead to larger values for damping than did large-
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amplitude tests (earthquake runs and steady-state) for specimens 02 and 
03. In specimen 03 the small amplitude steady-state tests resulted in 
consistently larger values of damping than the large-amplitude steady-
state tests (Fig. 6.22). This is in keeping with the theoretical 
res ul ts obtai ned by Iwan (25) for a sys tern wi th 1 i mi ted s 1 i P at 
relatively small response amplitudes. At low amplitudes, before slip 
was completed, an elasto-plastic hysteresis relationship described the 
response for this model (Iwan). The response once slip had occurred 
allowed for no hysteresis relationship, merely a linear force-displace-
ment relationship. This II wide" to IInarrow" shape of the hysteresis 
area could be used as an idealization for the hysteresis of the steady-
state tests of specimen 03, and the measured trends in Fig. 6.22 are 
consistent with the theoretical study by Iwan. The high amplification 
value obtained at resonance in SS4.3 (low-amplitude test) of specimen Dl 
(Fig. 6.l6d) is also quite possible according to the study made by Iwan. 
Theoretically, IIjumps" are conceivable as the specimen undergoes bar-slip 
phenomena, and the peak response would be a function of the lower 
IIdamping" of the larger response. The practical value of the small ampli-
tude tests (FV and SS) seems questionable in the light of their erratic 
behavior. It is doubtful that the relatively high values of damping 
obtained in the latter stages of testing can be trusted. 
Damping factors evaluated from the simulated earthquake runs appeared 
larger than those from comparable steady-state tests. This observation 
seemed to be sensitive to whether the maximum previously experienced 
displacewent of a specimen was surpassed during that specific test (be 
it steady-state or earthquake run). The damping values obtained from 
large-amplitude tests (Runs and SS) appear to be consistent with the 
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surface contained by the observed hysteresis. For example, damping 
values from the latter runs in specimen 03 (Fig. 6.34) appear to reach 
a maximum at Run 4 which would be expected from the hysteresis areas 
in Fig. 6.5. 
A summary of the tests is given in Fig. 6.38. The displacement 
quantity in these figures is the previous maximum displacement encoun-
tered by a specimen; the shaded zone indicates a connection rotation of 
1.5 to 2.0%. The damping evaluated by the logarithmic decrement is shown 
in Fig. 6.38a for the three specimens 01, D2 and 03. Figure 6.38b is, the 
data for the three specimens derived from the simulated earthquake runs, 
and in Fig. 6.35c the large-amplitude steady-state tests were used to 
evaluate the damping. For a connection rotation of 2% a typical value 
for a damping factor is 8%. A lower and upper bound for damping at 
this rotation (2%) seems to be 6% (Fig. 6.38c) and 11% (Fig. 6.38b). 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
7 e 1 In t ro d u c t i on 
This chapter includes individual summaries of chapters 2 through 
6,and a set of conclusions. 
7.2 Outline of Experimental Work 
In all, tests of 9 column-slab specimens are documented. Initially 
a pilot test was done (Appendix H), 5 specimens were tested statically 
(Sl to S5) and 3 dynamically (01 to 03). 
Certa i n geometri c fEiatures were common to all speci mens: they were 
1/3 scale isolated slab-column connections of reinforced concrete; the 
slab and column dimensions were kept the same in plan, and were 1.8 by 
1.8 m and 0.3 by 0.3 m respectively (Fig. 2.2); the relative size of 
the column made it much stiffer than the plate, thereby the column 
moved rigidly (Fig. 2.3); the span to depth ratio of the slab was 24, 
and the column to slab "spans" were in the ratio of 1 to 6; the rein-
forcement layout was isotropic. 
There were three major variables in the experimental work: the 
reinforcement ratio, the amount of superimposed vertical load, and the 
rate of loading. The designation of the specimens follows: 
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Designations Reinforcement Ra ti os SURerimRosed Vertical 
Load 
Sl (stati c) 0.65% 0 
S2 0.98% 0 
S3 1.31% 0 
S4 0.98% 14.3 kN 
S5 0.98% 28.6 kN 
01 (dynamic) 0.65% 0 
02 0.98% 0 
03 1.31 % 0 
The results from testing specimens Sl, S2 and S3 were used to investigate 
the influence of the change in reinforcement ratio on the response of 
the specimens. Specimens S2, S4 and S5 were used to investigate the 
influence of superimposed vertical load. The superimposed vertical 
load on specimen S5 resulted in an average shear stress of 0.06~ MPa 
(f' in MPa) at a section one-half the slab depth away from the column 
c 
face. The specimens 01, 02 and 03 (tested dynamically) provided a 
comparison with specimens Sl, S2 and S3 respectively, thereby the 
influence of the rate of strain on the response of the specimens was 
i n ve s t i gate d . 
7.3 Description of EXReriments 
In the statically tested specimens the load was applied cyclically 
(Fig. 3.1). The amplitude of the cycles was increased in 4 steps. At 
each Gf these levels a number of cycles of constant amplitude took place. 
In the final cycle the specimen was pushed to its limit, or the limit of 
the stroke of the jack (75 mm). 
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The dynamically tested specimens were subjected to three types of 
tests (Fig. 6.lla): simulated earthquake runs, free-vibrations, and 
steady-state tests. The maximum displacement caused by a simulated 
earthquake run was usually not exceeded by the steady-state and free-
vibration tests that followed (Fig. 3.2 to 3.4). 
7.4 Effect of Slab Reinforcement Ratio on Response to 
Increasing Load 
The observed strengths of specimens Sl to S3 were compared with 
the calculated strengths assuming that yielding took place across the 
full width of the slabs (the "wide-beam" strength). The observed 
strength of specimen Sl was equal to its calculated wide-beam strength 
(Table 4.1). For specimen S2, the ratio of observed strength to 
calculated IIwide beam ll strength was 0.77. The ratio for specimen S3 
was 0.61. No surface trace of inclined cracks was observed on 
specimens Sl to S3, and the measurements did not indicate the presence 
of an inclined crack. Therefore, the inability of specimens S2 and 
S3 to reach their full potential could not be categorically ascribed 
to the development of an inclined crack associated with a shear failure. 
A model is presented to help understand the observed force-
displacement relationships in terms of geometric and material properties 
of the specimensv This model is built up of a grid of beam elements 
responding in flexure and torsion. The analysis included the effects 
of cracking and yielding of elements, the effects of bar-slip, and the 
influence of cracking on the torsional stiffness of a reinforced 
concrete siab-member. The values of various quantities (moment-
rotation relationships, displacements along the longitudinal centerline, 
angles of twist to the side of the column, yielding across the width 
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of the slab) calculated by the grid model are compared with the like 
observed quantities. Thereafter a comparison is drawn between the 
calculated response of specimens Sl and S3 to attempt to identify the 
reasons for the difference in the response of each specimen. The 
main conclusion derived from these comparisons is that the difference 
in the response of specimens Sl and S3 (that the yield moment of the 
full width of the slab was not developed for S3) could be explained in 
terms of flexural and torsional f1exibi1ities of slab elements, and 
without invoking phenomena associated with shear failure. 
7.5 Discussion of Observed Response of Specimens 
with Vertical and Lateral Load 
The two specimens with superimposed vertical load developed 
inclined cracks at relatively large column-slab connection rotations 
(more than 4.5%). Up to failure, the crack patterns were similar to 
those observed on the slab surface of the specimens without superimposed 
vertical load. 
The differences in material properties are accounted for by 
normalizing the observed strengths of specimens S2, S4, and S5 by 
their respective calculated IIwide-beam li strengths (Table 5.1). The 
normalized strengths of specimens S4 and S5 (superimposed vertical 
load) were within 95% of that of specimen S2 (no superimposed vertical 
load), and it may be concluded that the superimposed vertical load 
used in the tests did not influence the response of the specimens 
significantly. 
7.6 Dynamic Tests 
The strength, stiffness, force-displacement relationships and 
inferred damping of the dynamically tested specimens 01 to 03 are 
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presented in Chapter 6. 
The observed strengths of the dynamically tested specimens 
normalized by their respective calculated "wide-beam ll strengths were 
larger than the normalized strengths of their statically tested 
counterparts (01 vs. Sl: 21%; 02 vs. S2: 27%; 03 vs. S3: 31%). A rate of 
strain in the reinforcing bars of O.05/sec seems plausible, and at 
similar strain rates increases in lower yield stresses of up to 28% 
have been reported. It appeared that the observed increase in flexural 
strengths of the dynamically tested specimens over those of the 
statically tested could be attributed to the increase in the lower 
yield point of the reinforcement associated with higher strain rates. 
Information on the frequency of the specimens at progressive 
stages in the testing were observed from free-vibration and steady-
state tests, and calculated from the secant-stiffness observed in the 
moment-displacement relationships of the simulated earthquake runs. 
Initially, there was a rapid drop in stiffness, and considerable 
decreases in stiffness after relatively large connection rotations 
(1%) implied that significant yielding took place at large connections 
rotations. If the previously experienced maximum displacement was 
exceeded in a cycle by a specimen, the response could be described as 
stiff-to-soft (Fig. 6.15c). In response cycles that did not exceed 
the previously experienced maximum displacement, the behavior was soft-
to-stiff (Fig. 6.15d). 
The shape of the area enclosed by the hysteresis in a moment-
displacement relationship also appeared to be dependent on the previously 
experienced maximum displacement, once the specimen had reached yielding. 
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If the previously experienced maximum displacement was exceeded in a 
response cycle, the area enclosed by the cycle appeared more uniform 
than an enclosed area resulting from response that did not exceed the 
previously experienced maximum displacement (compare Fig. 6.15c and d). 
The calculated values of equivalent linear viscous damping were 
obtained from free-vibration tests, steady-state tests and simulated 
earthquake runs. The damping values derived from large-amplitude 
steady-state tests (those which resulted in a maximum displacement 
relatively close to the previously experienced maximum displacement) 
were calculated using assumed linear or cubic stiffnesses. A typical 
value for damping (expressed as a percentage of critical damping) at 
a connection rotation of 2% was about 8%. At a connection rotation 
of 1% the value for damping was about 5%. Within a range of reasonable 
connection rotations (up to a connection rotation of 2%) the small-
amplitude and large-amplitude tests did not result in significantly 
different values of damping. At relatively large connection rotations 
the small-amplitude tests led to calculation of unreasonable high 
values of damping. 
7.7 Conclusions 
On the basis of the test results and the analyses reported, the 
following conclusions can be made about the reinforced concrete plate-
column test specimens: 
1. Nonlinear response of the plate-column specimens was well 
modelled by a relatively simple grid of beams responding in 
flexure and torsion. The IImonotonic" moment-rotation curves 
calculated using this model matched closely the envelopes of 
the curves obtained under cyclic loading (static) in post-yield 
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as well as initial ranges of loading. 
2. Difference in response of the specimens (inability of the rela-
tively heavily reinforced specimens to achieve yielding across 
the full slab width) could be explained by flexural action, and 
without invoking the phenomena associated with shear failures. 
3. Influence of the increase in reinforcement ratio in the iso-
tropically reinforced slabs was to increase the strength of the 
column-slab connection significantly without a like increase 
in the connection stiffness. Though the relatively heavily rein-
forced specimens were potentially stronger, they could not fully 
achieve this potential within the same connection rotation 
as the lightly reinforced specimen. 
4. The influence of reasonable amounts of superimposed vertical 
load (corresponding approximately to the slab dead load at a 
lower level of a multi-story structure) in addition to lateral 
loading was not significant. Those specimens with super-
imposed vertical load reached 95% of the strength of a specimen 
with like reinforcement ratio but no superimposed vertical load. 
Though failure was accompanied by the full development of an 
inclined crack (associated with shear failure), this failure 
took place at very large connection rotations (larger than 
4.5%). 
5. The rate of loading was observed to have caused an increase in 
the observed strength of the dynamically tested specimens of 
from 20% to 30% over that of the statically tested specimens. 
The increase in the lower yield stress of the reinforcement 
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at the larger rates of strain appeared to be compatible with 
the observed increase in strength. 
6. On initial loading the stiffness of the specimens underwent a 
rapid drop for relatively small displacements (before yield). 
7. Observed jumps in the response to steady-state base motion were 
found to be attributable to changes in the damage state of the 
specimen rather than to properties of a stationary moment-
rotation relationship. 
8. A representative value for the calculated equivalent viscous 
damping for the specimens at a connection rotation of 2% 
was 8% of critical damping, with 4% as the lower bound. At a 
connection rotation of 1%, the representative value of damping 
was 5%. 
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TABLE 2.1 Properties of Specimens 
SPECIMEN REINFORCEMENT TENSILE STRENGTH COMP RESS I VE YI ELD STRESS YIELD STRAIN 
RATIO OF CONCRETE STRENGTH OF OF STEEL IN STEEL 
p f t CONCRETE f E f' Y Y 
c 
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 
Sl 0.0065 2.9 45.8 323 0.0016 
S2 0.0098 2.3 35. 1 330 0.0016 
S3 0.0131 2.2 33.9 335 0.0017 
S4 0.0098 2.2 34.9 320 0.0016 
S5 0.0098 2.4 35.2 340 0.0018 
;:i) 
D1 0.0065 3.3 36.3 290 0.0015 .::::. 
02 0.0098 2.3 33.9 327 0.0015 
03 0.0131 3.0 36.5 355 0.0015 
SEQUENCE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
65 
TABLE 3.1 Idealized Testing Sequence: Dynamic 
SIMULATED 
EARTHQUAKE 
RUN No. 
1 
FREE VIBRATION 
No. 
. . . . . . . 1 
STEADY STATE 
No. 
. • • • . • • . 2 
2 
3 
· . . . . . . . . 1 
. 4 
3 
. 5 
. . . . • . • • 2 
.. 6 
4 
. . 7 
14 . . . . . • • . • • . • . • 3 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
5 
6 
. . . . . . 8 
9 
· . . . . . . . . 4 
10 
11 
. . . . . . . . 5 
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TABLE 4.1 Strength Comparisons 
WI DE BEAM BEAM ANALOGY 
CALcULATED CALCULATED 
SPECIr,1EN 
OBSERVED 
STRENGTH 
~10BS 
[kNm] 
STRENGTH* MOBS/MYL 
~YL 
STRE~~GTH** ~10BS/t~BA 
t1BA 
Sl 
S2 
S3 
34.2 
38.8 
41. 1 
[kNm] 
34.2 
50.5 
67.1 
1. 00 
0.77 
0.61 
* Yieldinq across full width of slab. 
Assumptions used given in Appendix G.2. 
** Park and Islam ( 39 ) beam analogy. 
[kNm] 
29.0 
30.0 
33.0 
TABLE 5. 1 Comparisons of Strengths 
OBSERVED CALCULATED 
SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH* 
MOBS MYL 
[kNm] [kNm] 
S2 38.8 50.5 
S4 35.5 49.1 
S5 37.5 51.4 
* Yielding across full width of slabs. 
1 . 18 
1 .29 
1.25 
MOBS/MYL 
0.77 
0.72 
0.73 
SPECIMEN 
Sl 
S2 
S3 
01 
02 
03 
SPECIMENS 
01/51 
02/52 
03/S3 
* 
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TABLE 6. 1 Comparisons of Strengths 
OBSERVED 
STRENGTH 
MOBS 
[kNm] 
34.2 
38.8 
41 . 1 
36.8 
48.8 
56.6 
CALCULATED 
STRENGTH* 
MYL 
[kNm] 
34.2 
50.5 
67.1 
30.3 
49.6 
68.0 
MOBS/MYL 
1.00 
0.77 
0.61 
1 .21 
0.98 
0.80 
TABLE 6.2 Comparisons of Normalized Strengths 
% INCREASE 
1 .21/1 .00 = 1.21 21% 
0.98/0.77 = 1.27 27% 
0.61/0.80 = 1.31 31% 
Yielding across full width of slab. 
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TABLE 6.3 
Damping Values Calculated from the M.A.F.* of 
Steady-State Tests 
DAMPING AS % OF CRITICAL DAMPING 
SPECIMEN 
* 
01 
01 
02 
03 
03 
STEADY-STATE 
TEST 
SS3.2 
SS4.2 
SS6 
SS2.2 
SS3.2 
** S, 
7.0 
B.O 
9.0 
6.0 
7.0 
7.0 
8.0 
8.0 
6.0 
7.0 
M.A.F. = maximum amplification factor 
*** M.A.F. = 1/(2S2) 
**** M.A.F. = 1/(2S3) Wr = resonance frequency 
wn = natural frequency 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
7 .. 0 
8.0 
Back 
/ 
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APPENDIX A 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The notation is described when used in the text. For the 
convenience of the reader a list of the symbols is given for quick 
reference. 
A = area 
As = area of steel, reinforcing 
a = span from colurm t to inflection point in the direction of 
of horizontal load (full length of isolated column=slab. 
Slab specimen is 2a) 
b = span from column d. to the inflection point in the direction trans-
verse to that of horizontal loading. (Full width of the isolated 
column-slab specimen is 2b) 
b . - width of a beam section 
c = viscous daJT(Jing 
D1 = Dynamic Specimen No.1 (p = 0.65%) 
02 = Dynamic Specimen No.2 (p = 0.98%) 
03 = Dynami c Specimen No. 3 (p = 1. 31 %) 
d = effective depth of a reinforced concrete section 
d = effect i ve depth of top steel 
d = b 
= 
diameter of the tensile and compressive reinforcement 
east (In test setupJ E 
E = Young's Modulus of elasticity 
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Es = Young IS modul us for s tee 1 
Ec = Young's modulus for concrete 
e = steel elongation 
F = external force 
Ft = total external force 
FV = free-vibration 
FVl = free-vibrati on Test No. 
F15 = filtered at 15 Hz. 
F35 = fi 1 tered at 35 Hz. 
fJ = concrete compressive strength (units are usually specified 
c 
in the text) 
fc = concrete stress 
fs = steel stress 
fSp = tensile strength from splitting test 
ft = tensile strength of concrete 
fy = reinforcing steel yield stress 
f u = ultimate stress 
G = shear modulus 
g = gravity acceleration 
H = horizontal force 
h = overall depth of a section 
I = moment of inertia 
J c = analogue to polar moment of inertia CAeI 318-77} 
J = torsional moment of inertia 
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K = a minimized factor used in yield line analysis which depends 
on the degree of orthogonality of the reinforcement 
Kc = column stiffness 
Kec = equivalent column stiffness (ACI lIequivalent frame ll ) 
KT = torsional stiffness of a member 
Ktcr = cracked torsional stiffness 
K.E. = kinetic energy 
k = factor used in yield line analysis, beam analogy 
k = spring stiffness 
kc = spring stiffness, cubic part 
Le = equivalent height 
f = length of member 
fe = equivalent length 
LVOT = linear voltage differential transformer 
M = moment 
M.A.F. = maximum amplification factor 
MBA = moment calculated from beam analogy 
M = cracking moment c 
M = eq ui va 1 ent mass e 
MOBS = observed moment 
Mt = total mass 
M = ultimate moment capacity 
u 
MYL = moment calculated from yield line pat tern 
Ml ,~12 = prin ci pa 1 moment 
m = moment per unit length 
ml = negati ve moment capacity per unit length 
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mxx = moment according to elastic slab theory 
mxy = twisting moment accoridng to elastic plate theory 
ml = mass at first level 
m2 = mass at second level 
N = north (in test setup) 
P.E. = potential energy 
Q = load 
Qo = dead load 
R = radi us 
Rl = simulated Earthquake Run No. 1 
r = radi us 
SOOF = Single Oegree of Freedom 
Sl 
S2 
S3 
= 
= 
= 
S tat i c T est S pe c i men No. (p = Q. 65% ) 
Static Test Specimen No. 2 (p = 0.98%) 
Static Test Specimen No.3 (p = 1.31%) 
S4 = Static Test Specimen No.4 (p = 0.98%) 
S5 = Static Test Specimen No. 5 (p 0.98%) 
S = South (in test setup) 
SSl = Steady-state Test No. 
T = torsional resistance, moment 
u = half the column width in the direction of horizontal load 
(full width = 2u) 
U
c 
= average bondstress in the concrete 
V = force, usually shear force 
Vu = ultimate shear force 
Vf = shear force, obtained from a yield-line (llflexural") analysis 
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v = half the column width in the direction transverse to that of 
horizontal loading 
Vu = ultimate shear stress 
W = West (in test setup) 
w = uniform distributed load 
x = generalized coordinate 
. 
X = first time derivative of generalized coordinate 
X = acceleration of generalized coordinate 
~ 
x mean value 
z = slope of stress-strain curve at EC > E o 
z = base motion 
z = first time derivative of base motion; base velocity 
z = base acceleration 
a = a factor of length 
s = damping as a % of critical damping factor 
Ss = equivalent critical damping 
E C 
E Y 
n 
8 
8 1 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
fraction of total moment carried by shear (ACI 318-77) 
fracture strain; maximum measured strain 
concrete strain 
strain at which strain-hardening commences 
strain at f = f' 
c c 
ultimate strain; strain at which maximum stress occurs 
strain at which yield commences 
factor to describe moment distribution in slabs 
rotation angle 
rotation due to bar-slip 
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. 
e = time derivative of e; angular veolocity 
e = angular acceleration 
~ = equivalent width factor in the equivalent beam approach to slabs 
p = reinforcement ratio (As/bd) 
Pt = total volume of reinforcement as a percent of concrete volume involved 
¢ = angle or curvature 
~ = mode shape 
w = circular frequency 
= natural circular frequency 
= resonance circular frequency 
B.l Introduction 
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APPENDIX B 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Many contributions have been made in the attempt to understand the 
way in which the slab-column connection works; in discussion some are given 
detailed attention so that the reader may follow their application to the 
present study without undue cross-referencing. 
In what follows, a division has been made between research on strength 
and stiffness. Stiffness aspects are further thought of in the range of 
relatively small displacements and that of large displacements. 
The mood could not be set by neglecting strain rate effects, and the 
topic will receive attention. 
B.2 Strength of the Column-Slab Connection 
B.2.1 Strength: Introduction 
Reinforced concrete design has progressed from an elastic outlook to 
that of limit design. In the development from elastic plate-theory to '.'beam 
analogies" the column-slab connection has followed a similar path. 
Some strength criteria are obvious results of the importance of the 
three dimensions in plate behavior; yield line analysis, and punching 
analysis of slabs will remain important. Attention is also given to the 
design method shown in the ACI Code which assumes a linear stress distri-
bution (its way of coping with 
connection). 
condition ",,,,,...,, ... ,.1 '" ,...,...l,ln"",_cl::1h a I UUIII...I a \,..v I UIIIII-~ lULl 
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In simplifying, for example by beam analogies, behavior of the slab may 
be Ilmisquoted. 1I For this reason consideration is given to the incorporation 
of torsion in the Ilbeam analogies. II 
In what follows the bias falls on what is considered an expected, and 
therefore reasonable, combination of loading. 
B.2.2 Strength: Elastic Analyses 
Much of the early research into the strength of the slab-column connec-
tion transferring moment and vertical shear used an elastic plate approach 
of small displacements. Analyses were reported investigating the moment, 
shear and twisting moment distribution at the column-slab interface. 
The variation of plate forces for various boundary conditions of the 
plate were presented by Aalami (1) for example. He examined an isolated 
column-slab model representing an interior connection in a flat-plate struc-
ture; applying 3 different sets of boundary conditions to the side and end 
edges (refer to Fig. 2.1 for the definition of edges), varying from fixed 
to simply supported. He concluded that for an applied moment load at the 
column position the maximum plate moments did not differ by more than 
3%. In his work he assumed a flexible column-slab connection, and commented 
that a rigid connection would tend to reduce the observed peaks in moment 
at the column. (The difference between a "flexible il and "rigid" column is 
explained in Fig. B.2.) Aalami (1) argued that if one were to impose a 
free support at the point of contraflexure for that analysis using a fixed 
end boundary condition, the same maximum moment would be achieved at the 
column-slab connection with a reduced longitudinal plate-span. This 
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appea rs to be a reasonab 1 e stand in the realms of e 1 as ti c p 1 a te theory. 
Reflection is needed here as it has become apparent from experimental 
(39,29) results that the ratio of the column to slab longitudinal 
dimension is indeed important to the strength of such an isolated column-
slab connection. 
Mast (34) attempted to compare results from an elastic Navier 
solution of the isolated slab-column connection with an applied moment 
at the column to experimental results reported by Hanson and Hanson ( 18). 
He ~did this in tvlO ways: either by comparing the calculated elastic 
moment in the slab with those reported by Hanson and Hanson ( 18) or 
by drawing a comparison from the calculated shear on the front face of 
the column and the measured ultimate moment. The first comparisons of 
calculated moment to measured moment proved good at small displacements; 
the second method of comparison - using the calculated shear - gave 
very poor res ul ts for square col umns. 
B.2.3 Strength: Yield Line Patterns 
The yield line approach is a useful way of obtaining the flexural 
capacity of a slab-column connection. In discussing yield line patterns 
for this connection authors (39,16 ) have distinguished between local 
patterns and those that extend to adjacent panels. 
"Extended" Patterns: In the "extended" type Park and Islam (39) 
consider a mechanism made up of two parallel lines running across the 
full width of the slab passing the front and back column face respectively. 
For this pattern to dominate, horizontal loading must be the main con-
tributor to failure, and gravity loads, therefore, should be negligible. 
From the geometry of the mechanism a relationship between the 
angles of rotation and the plate dimensions may be obtained. 
81 = (a-u) 
1 
82 = U 
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(S ee Fig. B. 3) 
For the case of an isotropic reinforcement arrangement the negative 
and positive bending capacity of the plate may be expressed as II m II per 
unit length. Therefore, the internal resisting work done by the slab 
is (m + m) (2b)8. The external work done by the applied moment is Mu 82. 
Furthermore, due to the antisymmetric yield pattern the work done by 
gravity loads will cancel out. 
Equating the internal and external work one calculates the ultimate 
moment to be: 
M = -81 (2m) (2 a) 8 
u 2 
= 2m(2a)(1 + __ u __ ) 
a-u 
(use 2a = 2b for a 
sq ua re p 1 ate) 
If the column to slab ratio, *' is 1 :6, the expression for the ultimate 
moment, M
u
' in a square plate becomes: 
M = (2m) (2a) (1 .2) 
u 
where m = negative or positive moment capacity per unit length, 
2a = slab width, and the quantity of 1.2 is a result of the 
geometry of the slab-column joint. 
Gesund and Goli (16) propose a further mechanism of the lIextended li 
kind cOlilprising a negative yield line spanning the slab width and passing 
next to the back face of the column, and a positive yield line at midspan 
between adjacent columns. The sawtooth appearance of a longitudinal 
section is illustrated in Fig. B.4. 
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Local Patterns: The alternative yield line pattern considered 
by Park and Islam(39) is referred to as a local mechanism. The 
components of the pattern are a rectangle immediately in front and at 
the rear of the column in the direction of loading, a triangle adjacent 
to either side face of the column, and, furthermore, a fan pattern 
radiating from each corner and connecting the rectangle and triangle 
(See Fig. 8.5). To determine the critical configuration Park and 
Islam (39) calculate that angle ~, enclosed by the side triangles, which 
results in the minimum energy of resistance. Even though Gesund and 
Goli (16)use a complex expression for the radius of the corner fans, 
whereas Park and Islam (39)assume it to be constant, the angle ~ 
resulting in a minimum position does not differ significantly for the 
two approaches. 
The work done by a fan may be found from integrating between 0 
and (7T - ~). 
7T-~ 1 
work = fa [(m+m' )(RdY)](R) 
where k is the angle of rotation. 
m' = negative moment capacity per unit length 
The work done by the two rectangles becon~s: 
work = [(m)(s) + m(sl)] 2u + [mB(s) + ml (sl)] 2u 
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The last component of internal work is obtained from the side 
triangles that undergo a rotation of 82 in the direction of loading. 
For a triangle: -
The angles 81, 82 and 8 are obtainable from the geometry 
82 
1 
- -
u 
8
1 
_ 1 
- R 
= cos ¢/ U 
8 = (1 + cos ¢)/U. 
The external work is produced by the horizontal loading: 
1 ~1 8 = M (-) 
u 2 u u 
Once again the work done by the vertical dead load cancels out. 
The total work expression becomes: 
M 82 = 4 (m+m I) ('IT - ¢) + (m+m I ) ( 8+ 81 ) ( 2 u ) u 
+ 2 (m+m I ) (u tan ¢) 82 
M l/u = 2(m + m') [2('IT-¢) + (1 + 2 cos ¢) 
u 
+ tan ¢ ] 
M = 2(m+m' )(u) [2('IT-¢) + (1 + 2 cos ¢) + tan ¢J 
u 
From trial and error the critical ¢ can be found to be 590 , and 
the expression becomes 
m = 2(m+m') u 7.92 
u 
= 15.84 (m+m') u. 
= 7.92 (2u)(2m) 
= 1 5 • 84 (2 u ) (m) 
for m = ml 
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After examining crack patterns reported by Ghali et al (17),Gesund 
and Goli (16) modified the local yield line pattern described by Park and 
Islam (39). The yield mechanism Gesund and Goli (16) proposed allowed 
for the gravity to contribute in that plate area, A
slab ' outside the 
boundary of the dropped local mechanism. This was achieved by allowing 
fans to radiate from the corners of· the back column face only. Rotation 
of the column still takes place about the center of the column, as in 
Park and Islam, however, to achieve compatibility without a fan at 
each of the front column faces the slab surrounding the local mechanism 
has to drop from its original position to the elevation of the front 
column face (See Fig. 8.6). 
Gesund and Goli considered a number of minor variations on their 
original local mechanism; after following a similar set of calculations 
as those shown for the local mechanism of Park and Islam they presented 
the following expression: 
= K _ wAslab 
2m Lk 
where M and 2v are as defined previously; 
u 
w = uniform vertical plate load 
Aslab = area of slab outside the local yield mechanism 
Lk = kl + k + k' + k 
x x y Y 
k m = negative yield moment per unit length in the x-direction. 
x 
kim = positive yield moment, x-direction 
x 
k m negative yield mechanism per unit length in the y-direction. y 
kim = positive yield moment, y-direction y 
K = a minimized factor depending on the degree of orthogonality 
of the reinforcing. 
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The form of the expression differs, most markedly, from that of Park and 
Islam in the second term, the tenn that introduces the gravity loads. 
It is, furthennore, possible to obtain a :tK - Park and Islam!! and a 
11K - Gesund and Golill, and compare the resulting factors for various 
parameters. The ratio of "K - Gesund r: to 11K - Park ll varies from .89 
(for a column that has a front face 10 times that of the side face) to 
1.08 (for a column that has a front face ;0 the size of the side face). 
From the ratio value of 1.08 Gesund and Goli deduce that their analysis 
may lead to the critical case as the second term in their expression 
could be larger than .08 for practical situations. It is apparent, 
nonetheless, that for cases with negligible gravity loads there is 
little to choose between the results of the two approaches. 
From an analysis of yield line patterns, local and extended, it is 
possible to judge the behavior of a slab-column specimen. If it shows a 
value significantly below the strength of a measured value one will have 
to use a more complex approach to explain the behavior. 
B.2.4 Strength: The ACI (318-77) Linear Shear Stress Design 
Under the section dealing with special provisions for slabs in the 
ACI 318-77 Code(2) the allowance ;s made for a procedure assuming shear 
stresses to vary linearly ;n the design of the slab-column connection. 
For an interior column slab connection, without the influence of 
openings in the slab, the critical section for shear is taken as being 
a distance of ~ from the column slab interface (where d = effective 
depth of the slab). 
A fraction of the total applied moment is used to determine a 
stress contribution in addition to that caused by vertically applied 
loads. This fraction is a function of the column geometry. The 
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fraction of moment thu~ determined is described as being transferred to 
the slab by the eccentricity of shear stresses on the critical section 
about the centroid of the critical section. The remainder of the applied 
moment is resisted in flexure at the front and back faces of the column. 
where 
The maximum factored shear stress may be calculated from 
Yv = fraction of total moment carried by shear. 
J c = analogue to polar moment of inertia. 
By the notation previously used to describe the column: 
J = d {2u+ d)3 + '(2u+d) d
3 
c 6 6 
+ d (2u + d)(2v + d)2 2 
2u = column dimension in the direction of loading. 
2v ~ column dimension in transverse direction. 
1 - 1 
1 + ~ j2U + d 
3 2v + d 
r = moment arm of critical section. 
With the allowance of (f~ in psi) the expression may be 
solved to enable the designer to gauge the shear strength of the column-
slab connection. (i.e. take Vu = 4 ~ ) 
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Kanoh and Yoshizaki (29) came to the conclusion that this approach 
--considering the geometry of section to determine Yv--severely under-
estimates the contribution of torsion and shear. 
B.2.5 Strength: Beam Analogies 
Though the detai 1 of one IIbeam anal ogy" and another may di ffer, 
the concept is the same; the assumption is that the slab portion given 
by the projection of the colurm acts as a beam. 
Park and Islam: A very simple beam analogy design algorithm is 
described by Park and Islam (39). The beams frame into the column faces 
providing the bending, torsional and shear resistance. Calculations of 
the strength of such beams in torsion, bending or shear, or combinations 
of these, are based almost entirely on design methods set out in the 
ACI code (ACT 318-71). The difference in design lies in the ultimate 
stresses used, where the suggested stresses are often modified versions 
of those in the ACI code. The modifications come about due to factors 
neglected in the ACI code which are present in connections of columns 
and slabs, mainly the confinement provided by the slab. 
Refering to Fig. B.7 the ultimate moment is comprised of: 
MAB + MCD + TBC + TDA + (VAB - VCD ) (2u+d) ~ , where M is a moment 
quantity, T is torsion and the last term acknowledges the shear as the 
faces AB and CD. The ultimate shear is the sum of the shear on all the 
A number of assumptions are made in the development of Park and 
Islams I design method: 
1) The first is the location of the assumedcrit1cal freebody. 
It is taken as being situated at a distance of ~ (d = effective depth) 
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away from the column faces. 
2) The strengths achieved by the flexural action of equivalent beams 
framing into the connection as faces AB and CD are assumed to be passed 
yielding strengths. For face CD, which is under a positive bending 
effect due to the moment caused by lateral loads but under negative 
moment caused by gravity type loads, yield strength Vlill be obtained if 
['
i1
u!Vc is very large. A further simplification in determining the 
flexural resistance provided by the equivalent beams is the ommission 
of confinement effects provided by portions of the slab. The membrane 
forces just mentioned are expected to enhance the flexural strength and 
it is considered to be on the safe side to neglect their influence on 
flexure. 
3) The shear capacity, however, is taken as being improved by such 
effects as confinement. For this reason a maximum shear stress of 
4ft (f' = in psi) is used which is twice that normally allowed for 
c c 
beams in the ACI code. The shear capacity is assumed to be unhindered 
by the presence of the ultimate bending moment at the section. The maxi-
mum shear stress is taken as occuring on that face on which gravity and 
lateral loading are in conjunction, in this case face AB. Using the 
maximum shear stress and assuming the proportion of the gravity load 
carried by the applicable face, the shear caused by the applied column 
moment can be determined. The total shear force on the face is 
4~ (2v + d) d, (f~ in psi) from which the contribution of the gravity 
load can be subtracted to leave the lateral load1s portion: 
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4 ~ (2v + d) d - kAB Vu 
where 
and kAB = that portion of total ultimate gravity load 
taken on face AB. 
As the lateral loading is considered to cause equal but opposite shears 
on the faces AS and CD, the shear on face CE due to 1 atera 1 load is found. 
On face CD, in contrast to face AS, the lateral load effect and gravity 
load effect oppose each other in shear. The shear on face CD is, 
therefore, deduced: 
4) The forces on the remaining faces AD and CB are provided by 
torsion of the equivalent beams framing into these faces, and the portion 
of gravity load carried by them. Once again the shear stress reached is 
assumed to be enhanced by simi 1 ar factors i nfl uenci ng shea r st ress on 
the other 2 faces AB and CD, and .;..r- .; ..... Il. I,:) /I 0;;;-- +,..'" '"to U"; I C lUI 
the case where no verti cal shear force is present; twi ce the ultimate 
torsional shear stress allowed by the ACI code for torsion of beams. The 
vertical shear is considered in the reduction of the torsional strength 
of the face. Furthermore, it is assumed that the two side faces under 
discussion can develop their ultimate torsional capacity at the same time 
the other two faces achieve their flexural capacity. 
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Applying the foregoing steps all the components in determining the 
ultimate total moment applied can be calculated. The resulting equation 
is: 
r"1 = ul timate moment 
u 
in \AJh i ch VAB , VCD ------
r,1AB , r~1CD ------
Shear forces acting on faces AB, CD 
Bending moments acting on faces AS, CD 
TBC ' TDA ------ Torsional moments acting on faces BC, 
2u + d ------ Distance between faces AS a~d CD 
Kanoh and Yoshizaki: The approach followed by Kanoh and Yoshizaki 
is another example of the beam analogy applied to the strength of 
column-slab connections. The method used is similar to that of Park and 
Islam, however a significantly higher shear stress is utilized by Kanoh 
and Yoshizaki to calculate torsional contributions. 
The ACI 318-71 method used a factor I!y II wh i ch i ndi cates how much 
v 
of the applied anti-symmetric moment is carried by torsion and the 
eccentric shear along the critical section. Strain measurements were 
used by Kanoh and Yoshizaki in the calculation of the flexural component 
of resisting moment, and this permitted the calculation of lIy II for the· 
v 
observed strength in the test results. Additional punching tests allowed 
the researchers to obtain values of shear stress carried by the section, 
and in turn the moment resisted by the eccentricity of the shear could 
be established. The remaining unknown, the torsional moment contribution 
was, therefore, isolated. Using an expression for plastic torsion in 
terms of stress and geometry, the torsional stress was calculated. Hhen 
compared to the permissable ultimate torsional shear stress value in the 
DA 
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ACI 318-71 code the stress determined from the experimental data was far 
in excess of that allowed for beams. 
To substantiate the very high torsional stresses deduced from the 
application of moment to the slab-column connections Kanoh and 
Yoshizaki (29) extended their study, experimentally, to the torsional 
mechanism on the side of the column. This was achieved by applying a 
torque to the edge of a IIhalf-slab ll by means of a "column" stub. As 
the stub was cast to the edge of the slab with only the face of the 
column able to transfer load, the flexural and shear components of 
moment in the "complete" specimen type were effectively eliminated 
( see Fig. B. 8) . 
From these follow-up torsional type test Kanoh and Yoshizaki con-
cluded that a torsional shear stress of 24~ (f' in psi) was in order 
c - c 
-- a substantial increase over Park and Islams' value, which itself was 
double that allowed by the ACI 318-71 code for beams. A number of 
parameters were considered in the testing. The influence of different 
slab widths were considered, and another geometric variable was the vlidth 
of the column stub. For the change in slab width there was no substantial 
increase in strength. In contrast to this last effect, there was a 
substantial difference in specimen strength for a larger column dimension 
in the longitudinal direction. 
The inclusion of shear reinforcement in the form of stirrups did not 
result in any significant effects on the observed strength. 
Furthermore, the same reinforcing spacing placed in strips of vary-
ing width did not result in substantially different behavior. This seems 
to indicate, as vvas supported by the very localized slab rotations 
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Kanoh and Yoshizaki reported, that the load carrying mechanism was 
affected by parameters close to the column. 
Besides the column width, the other factor having a marked effect 
on the observed strength was the amount of transverse reinforcement 
passing through the column face. 
The results of the testing left the researchers with the impression 
that even higher torsional stresses could be obtained in "complete ll 
slab and column connections as the confinement, and steel continuity, 
would be greater in that case when compared to the Ilhalf slab ll specimens. 
Torsion: To ponder for a few moments on torsion in rectangular 
beams seems appropriate after this, rather vigorous, attempt by Kanoh 
and Yoshizaki to harness torsional effects in the slab-column connection. 
As Wa~~aruk (50)points out, the two commonly used torsion models for 
beams -- the skew bending mechanism (Collins et al (9) and the space 
truss analogy (Lampert and Thurlimann (3l),Park and Paulay (38) p. 362) 
--result in similar calculated torsional strengths. The rol e 
of stirrup reinforcing in the respective strength expression does differ. 
In the truss analogy the stirrups help resist the compression in the 
cracked concrete side faces of the beam. As such they appear explicitly 
in the expression for torsion resisted by the section. For the skew 
bending mechanism the stirrup horizontal legs, in the same plane as the 
longitudinal steel, contribute to the internal resisting moment. It is 
interesting, therefore, to remember that the stirrup reinforcement in the 
Kanoh lItorsionalll tests had little effect on the "torsional ll strength, 
an unexpected result if reasoning in terms of the space truss analogy. 
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B.2.6 Strength: Punching 
Owing to the very substantial punching shear stresses applied to 
connections in conjunction with applied moment, concern has been expressed 
about punching failure of the column-slab connection. Hawkins (20) 
has applied vertical loads amounting to vertical shear stresses on the 
critical slab section from 2~ (f~ in psi) to close to 4~ 
(f~ in psi). Ghali et al applied a vertical load to their column slab 
tests subjected to applied moment and shear of close to~ (f~ in psi). 
With the fetters of such high vertical shear stresses it is no 
wonder that punching becomes a main concern in column slab connections 
that must also resist an applied column moment. Referring to Fig. B.9, 
Hawkins (20) describes a simplified force displacement relationship as 
containing three points of abrupt change: the first is at the point that 
ends the initial linear response and indicates yielding the reinforcement 
through the column width; the next possible change occurs on yielding of 
the reinforcement across the full width of the slab; the third point is 
the culmination of the force displacement relationship and occurs on 
punching. As the slabs Hawkins tested were more heavily reinforced the 
1 ast t",JO poi nts descri bed move closer together. In other words for 
relatively heavily reinforced slabs punching is possible before the slab 
can reach its full flexural capacity_ Expanding on this rather simplified 
force displacement representation of Hawkins for cases with less severe 
vertically applied load than the foregoing, the role of the villanous 
punching may be surplanted by a IIbeam analogyll type of limitation. The 
beam analogy, one may recall, reaches its maximum as a result of a 
combination of torsion, shear and flexure in the equivalent beams. 
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Reverting back to the punching dominated design, Hawkins (20)provides 
guidelines for shear reinforcement to resist punching. Seible et al (42) 
provide some alternatives to stirrups as reinforcement. One may recall 
that both research efforts involved very severe vertical loads. 
B.3 Response in the Predominantly Linear Elastic Range 
B.3.1 Elastic Response: Introduction 
In the discussion that follows the emphasis will be on the behavior 
of the slab component in the column-slab connection; the response is 
assumed to be mainly linearly elastic. Following a description of some 
of the geometric variables involved, a few analysis approaches will be 
discussed and compared. Experimental results will also be related to 
various analysis methods. 
B.3.2 Elastic Response: Geometric Variables 
In modelling the load transfer from the column to the slab--for a 
column with an applied horizontal force--two extreme mechanisms can be 
used. On the one end of the scale the column may act as a rigid element, 
and on the other as a flexible conveyor (Refer again to Fig. B.2). 
The rigid element approach is correct when noting that the horizontal 
column slab interface will remain plane on rotation of the connection only 
if the column is perfectly axially rigid; finite element analyses support 
this statement (Pecknold (40)). The response of the slab has been shown 
by r1ehrain and Aalami(35) and Pecknold(40) to be very sensitive to the 
stiffness of the carry-over mechanism of the column slab connection 
(in a practical ~ range). 
In sharp contrast to the observation by Aalami ( 1) that the peak 
moment in the slab at the column face was relatively independent of the 
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end boundary condition, this boundary condition becomes important 
when considering the stiffness of the column-slab ele~ent. On the other 
hand r'1ehrain and Aalami concluded that the side boundary 
condition was not of importance to the stiffness. A further insensitive 
parameter is the interplay of the column's dimensions; Pecknold (40) 
examined the effect of a change in a t ratio of ~ to 2 and found it 
negligible. 
Especially in experimental modelling these geometric variables 
have been recognized in the idealization of boundary conditions. 
B.3.3 Elastic Response: The Equivalent Beam Concept 
As was the case with "beam analogies" in calculating the strength 
of the column-slab connection, the equivalent beam transfers a three 
dimensional problem into a two dimensional one. -
Using the elastic theory of plates for small deflections one may 
investigate the slab slopes for a column-slab element with moment being 
transferred from the column to the slab. It is evident that the rotation 
of the slab is a maximum at the column slab connection and peters out on 
either side of the column toward the. side boundary. A beam, 
on the other hand, has a constant slope at a specific cross section 
(Refer to Fig. B.10). As two dimensional analyses are cheaper than three 
dimensional, an opportunity to transform the slab into an "equivalent 
beam" was grasped by numerous researchers. \4orking on these 1 i nes it 
becomes clear that a beam of smaller width than a slab of like span and 
depth would result in an equal rotation at the midspan position (the 
position of the column-slab connection). This ratio of widths is called 
the Ilequivalent width!! factor (refer to Fig. B.ll). 
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To obtain rotation of the slab, at the interface of load transfer 
by the column, a plate analysis applying the Navier method (Timoshenko 
and Woinowsky-Krieger) is performed. Such an analysis is discussed by 
Peckno1d (40) and expanded to the case of an orthotropic plate 
(Pecknold(41)). The orthotropic plate analysis by Pecknold alloVJs consid-
eration of orthotropic conditions resulting from cracking. Both Pecknold 
(40,41) and Allen and Darvall (4) use identical Fourier analyses to 
detennine the plate slope, however Pecknold uses a simple beam to derive 
his lIequivalent VJidth" factors, v.Jhereas Allen and Darvall use a beam vlfith 
a rigid portion at midspan. 
The rigi'd insert of Allen and Darvall models the effect of the 
finite size of the column. For this reason values of "equivalent beam" 
widths tabulated by Pecknold (40,41) are larger (the beam used is more 
flexible) than those of Allen and Darvall (rigid insert). A simple 
relationship exists between the two factors: 
A Allen = A Pecknold * 
where A Allen = equivalent width factor listed by Allen 
and Darvall (4) 
and A Pecknold = equivalent width factor listed by 
Pecknold (4Q)) 
B.3.4 Elastic Response: The Equivalent Frame Approach 
Following the sarre rationale behind the lIequivalent beam approachll 
--simplifying a three dimensional structure into a plane frame--
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Corley and Jirsa (10) described the lIequivalent frame analysis!! for slab 
design. It should be emphasized, at the outset, that the type of load 
the analysis was catering for was a vertical gravity type and not 
horizontal loads. 
The equivalent frame comprises two main parts: an equivalent column 
and a beam portion. In establishing the properties of the beam portion, 
the full slab width is employed with allowance made for cracked properties 
and the rigidity in the column re9ion. The stiffness of a lateral 
torsional member is linked, in/series, with that of the actual column in 
the structure to compose the lIequivalent column'!. This linkage was a 
way of accommodating the ability of the three dimensional slab to distri-
bute load around an even ri gi d co 1 umn. Such a ~fl 0\1/" of load had been 
noticed in the occurrence of appreciable positive. slab moments caused by 
II checker" type load. Therefore, the origin of the "l ateral torsional 
-
member II ;s traced to the transfer of moment from the slab to the column. 
The moment along the front face of the column, 2v, goes directly into 
the column, whereas the moment ;n the slab outside of this IIcolumn strip" 
(of "ddth 2v) is transmitted-by a lIlateral torsion memberl!- as a torque 
to the side column face (of ItJidth 2u). Furthermore, to determine the 
stiffness of the "equivalent column ll the stiffness of the lIlateral 
torsion member" is required. For this purpose Corley and Jirsa (10) 
assume a linear moment distribution of applied moment to the "lateral 
torsion menDer" rising from zero at the edge of the slab to its 
maximum value at the centerline at the column grid such that the 
area under this distribution is unity; thereby representing a 
unit applied total moment. The applied moment distribution causes a 
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parabolic twisting moment distribution along the Ulateral torsion member ll • 
Dividing this diagram by GC, where G ;-s the shear modulus and C a 
torsional constant resulting from a St. Venant approach to rectangular 
sections (see Park and Paulay p. 349), results in the twisting diagram 
for the torsional member. As Vanderbilt (49) notes, some confusion 
results from the derivation by Corley and Jirsa (10) as they take, \'Iithout 
explanation, j of the twisting diagram to arrive at a total rotation in 
the IIl ateral torsion member". The factor of ~ is used to align experi-
mental observations with the analytical approach. The expression for KT, 
the stiffness of the "lateral torsion member ll , becomes: 
Therefore, 
1 (1 b K = f ¢ dx) T "2 3 x 0 
= (18 EC) ( (2b) (1- ~)3) for a square panel 
width 2b, where ¢x = twist in the torsional 
and 2v = front face of the column. 
1 1 
, where = + 
Kec L: K KT c 
K = equivalent column stiffness 
ec 
IKC = sum of column stiffnesses 
of 
member, 
The "equivalent frame ll approach appealed to researchers considering 
analysis methods for structures resisting horizontal load. Carpenter, 
Kaar and Corley (7) proposed using the "equivalent frame!! method of the 
A.C.I. 318-71 code for the design of 'tiuctile' flat-plate structures to 
resist earthquakes; others were less enthusiastic. Fraser (15) doubted 
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whether the lI equivalerlt frame ll method should be applied to flat-plate 
structures resisting horizontal load. Even Carpenter et al (7) caution 
the designer about the significant drift that is to be expected, leading 
one to wonder whether their approach to stiffness may be too simple. 
8.3.5 Elastic Response:, Other Approximate Methods 
P, complementary energy approach, such as the representation by 
Elias (14), also must address the quandary of the role of torsion in a 
column slab sturcture. Once again, Elias (14) seeks to simplify a three 
dimensional problem to two dimensions. Similar to the treatment of tor-
sion by the '!equivalent frame ll method, Elias (14) restricts the influence 
of torsion to a strip on either side of the column. However, Elias permits 
the width of this strip to vary. He assumes a moment distribution which 
is linear in the longitudinal direction, in the transverse direction and 
constantin line with column front face but hyperbolic outside of this 
column projection. (Refer to Fig. 8.12.) The assumed maximum longitudinal 
moment does not necessarily occur at the column face for a transfer of 
moment from the column to slab, a clear departure from elastic plate 
theory. f'1oreover, the position of the assumed maximum moment depends on 
the width of the torsional zones that, in turn, are determined from his 
analysis. After finding the contribution of the longitudinal moment, 
m ,and the t\lJisting moment, m ,his analysis boils down to determining 
xx xy 
two parameters, a and n. Where a = defines the zone of influence of 
m (\or "torsion ll ') and n. is used to define his assumed moment distribution I'xy 
function in the transverse direction. 
Energy methods do permit a relatively easy extention to structural 
systems other than the simple flat plate, and, for example, edge beams 
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could be incorporated. Although Elias (14) may claim a goOd correlation 
between his method and more expensive finite element results for ratios 
of column-longitudinal to slab-longitudinal dimension, ~ , of less than 
51 ' marked discrepancies occur for ratios larger than this value. The 
ratios of 51 and less may be a restriction on the wider application 
to more rigid connections. 
B.3.6 Elastic Response: Comparison of Methods 
Admittedly the lIequivalent frame" applications are more general than 
an "equivalent beam", which is restricted to simple flate plates, but 
the performance of the "equivalent frame ll subjected to horizontal load is 
hampered by the treatment of the lateral torsional member. 
Allen and Darvall (4) analyzed three hypothetical buildings of 
practical dimensions, by four variations of a plane frame. They subjected 
the frames to a triangular horizontal load. Properties used for the four 
frame variations were: #"1) full column stiffness combined with the full 
plate width acting as a beam; #2) for the interior columns full stiffness 
was assumed, but an equivalent column for outer columns, combined with the 
full plate width acting as a beam; #3) the lIequivalent frame ll of the 
ACI 318-71; #4) the full column stiffness combined with an lIequivalent 
beam" to transform the slab to a two dimensional element. Allen and 
Darval (4) reported the analysis using full section properties as columns 
and beams #1) to be the stiffest, with the lIequivalent frame ll analysis 
#3) resulting in the largest drifts. These two extremes were significant-
ly different with the horizontal displacements roughly doubled from one to 
another. The authors promoted the performance of the full column and 
lIequivalent beamlf properties--case nunber 4--as the most reasonable. 
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Experimental support for this judgement was provided by work conducted 
by Allen (3) on thin steel and micro concrete isolated plate specimens 
with a column induced moment. 
Experimental work on more complete assemblies entailing multi-story 
and multi-panel scaled models is not common, as Vanderbilt (49) noted. 
Nonetheless, an impressive correlation was reported by Vanderbilt (49) 
for the results of an analysis using an "equivalent beam!! and full 
column approach, and the measurements from an experimental study by 
Hartley, Rainer, and Ward (19) of a 7-story, approximately tenth scale, 
flat-plate model. Vanderbilt (49) could not provide a good matching 
between the experimental (19) results and an analysis using properties 
derived from an lIequivalent frame ll method. He investigated an arbitrary 
reduction of the IIl ateral torsional ll member's len~th to align results, 
which led him to raise the possibility of yet another lIequivalent" - the 
"equivalent length factor ll for the IIl ateral torsional member". A 
stiffening of the "1 ateral torsional memberl' had been previously suggested 
by Mehrain and Aalami (35) who proposed using a wider width for the 
"torsional" merrber. Yet, the same authors did expect cracking to cause 
the unadulterated lI equivalent frame ll to be more attractive. 
Diverting for a moment from the comparisons drawn by Vanderbilt (49) 
from the experimental measurements of Hartley et al (19), it is of inter-
est to the dynamic behavior of flat plate structures to take note of 
findings by Hartley et al with respect to their free vibration tests. 
Flexibility measurements were made by loading the floors one by one in the 
following three ways: 1) longitudinally, 2) laterally and 3) torsionally. 
These measurements enabled the development of a structural stiffness 
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matrix which was analyzed to provide natural frequencies. The fundamental 
frequencies thus obtained, in the three directions mentioned, were remark-
ably close to ·the measured frequency from free vibration tests. This 
led Hartley et al (19) to believe in the validity of free vibration 
testing of structures in the range of linear elastic response. 
The substantially larger deformations required of a structure in 
resisting forces caused by earthquake loading require very different 
approaches than those discussed in the preceding paragraphs. 
B.4 Large Displacement Response of Flat-Plate Structures 
8.4.1 Introduction 
The isolated slab-column element has been tested extensively to 
resolve nagging doubts about the ability of flat-plate structures to 
undergo large displacements. The relative flexibility of the connection, 
nonetheless, poses the question as to whether the element is an efficient 
U 1\ 
energy absorber in the range of displacements that will still be accept-
able to other non-structural elements. Very little has been done to 
investigate the serviceability aspect of the flat-plate-column structure; 
however, some approaches to framed structures will be discussed for pos-
sible application to that flat plate. 
8.4.2 Experimental Investigations of the Isolate Interior 
Flat-Plate-Column Connection 
A large variation in parameters has been considered by Hawkins (21,22) 
and his research associates, and a summary is given in Table B.l. Two 
types of specimens were used, one with a cyclic lateral load application 
and one other with a cyclic vertical shear load (refer to Fig. 8.13). 
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r~ore specifically, Hawkins, f-1i tchell and Symonds (22) isolated the 
influence of the increase in the top reinforcing ratio in their slabs 
subjected to lateral loading. The trends they observed \-.Jere an increase 
in the pre- and post-yielding stiffness, where Hawkins (22) defines the 
yield of the bars through the column face as indicating "yield!!. 
Furthermore, shear and flexural strength was enhanced and the deflection 
at failure also increased. They (HavJkins et al (22)) urged the use of 
!'strip reinforcement!l, that is the concentration of reinforcement within 
. the IIcolumn projection". The relatively under-reinforced assemblies were 
:TIore efficient as damping mechanisms; this statement bi Ha\'Jkins et al (22) 
is undQubtedly linked to the flexurally dominated behavior of the 
relatively lightly reinforced slabs. Hawkins et al (22) also indicate 
that an increase in reinforcement results in the increase in stiffness 
degradation noticeable in the low load range of a specific loading cycle. 
This could very well be the result of shear playing a more dominant role 
than flexure in the overall behavior. 
Hawkins et al (22) imply that stirrup shear reinforcement controls 
the flexibility of the column slab joint-- they report lO~; to 20% stiffer 
joints than those without shear reinforcement. Shear reinforcement is also 
accredited with the more stable hysteresis behavior of the joint. Crush-
ing of the concrete was observed at 5 times yield displacement, and, it 
is claimed, good behavior was observed for displacements even passed this 
point. The implications of the extremely large deflections --to which 
Hav./kins et al (22) refer here --are questionable from a serviceability 
criterion (2io-5° in connection rotation). 
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Calculating damping coeffi.cients as indicated, Hawkins et al (22) 
list the following values as representative: 10% in the elastic range, 
vlhen loaded to a new peak wi th 8% for subsequent cyc 1 es, and 14% in the 
inelastic range when loaded to a new peak with 12% for a subsequent 
equal cycle. 
Hawkins et al (21,22) suggest a model for analysis of the response 
"-
of the interior column slab connection that allows for concentrated 
deformation by flexure and torsion. At the front and back face of the 
column - slab interface they prescribe a flexural element that links the 
column to the rest of the slab, while at the side faces a torsional 
linking element is assumed. (Refer to Fig. B.14.) The flexural link 
described by Takeda et al (45), and the rest of the slab, 
presumably, acts as a beam. The torsional link has a stiffness obtained 
from experimental results of Hsu (23), and is· an empirical formula meant 
for the post cracking stiffness of beams. It is evident from this rela-
tion by Hsu (23), Ktcr = (0.021) Pt Kt (where Ktcr = torsional 
stiffness of reinforced concrete after cracking; Pt = total volume of 
reinforcement as a percent of the concrete volume involved; K = t 
stiffness before cracking) that the post cracking stiffness for beams with 
torsion is almost insignificant. Even a more rigorous presentation by 
Lampert (30) leads to a similar conclusion. By contrast, when considering 
the post cracking stiffness observed in the torsion experiments of Kanoh 
and Yoshizaki, (29) and Clark and White (8) -- where relatively stable 
post cracking stiffness was noted-- one wonders whether the Hawkins et al 
(22) torsional approach is not carrying the beam analogy too far. The 
slab constraint, it would appear, is a significant contributor to the 
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enhanced post cracking stiffness of slabs above that of beams. Rather 
surprisingly, when recalling the emphasis on stirrup reinforcement by 
Hawkins et al (22), Kanoh and Yoshizaki (29) found that stirrup shear 
reinforcement did not influence the post cracking stiffness or strength in 
their torsion "half-slab" tests. The transverse reinforcement and the 
longitudinal column dimension were, by a long chalk, the significant 
parameters for post cracking "torsional ll stiffness in the Kanoh and 
Yoshizaki (29) experiments. 
B.5 Strain Rate Effects 
B.5.l Introduction 
The exact effect of rate of strain on material properties is not easy 
to determine. In the following sections the effect of higher rates of 
strain on the stiffness and strength of reinforced concrete sections is 
discussed. 
B.5.2 Strain Rate: Beams and Column-Slab Tests 
The phenomenon that concrete and steel strengths and stiffnesses are 
dependent on strain rates at which they are tested has been known for some 
time. Jones and Richart (28) reported a logarithmic relationship for 
concrete compression strengths tested at different strain rates as far back 
as 1936. That research, done at the University of Illinois, showed how 
concrete strengths were considerably enhanced when tested at relatively 
higher strain rates. The observed increase in strength spanned the full 
practical range of strain (see Fig. B l5a). 
In stark contrast to the extent of differences at various strain rates 
in concrete, steel had a far more restricted zone of dissimilarity (see 
Fig. B l5b). As Bertero et al (5) illustrated, when comparing reinforcing 
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tested at strain rates of 0.05/sec., 0.005/sec. and quasi-statically, the 
steel has a markedly different yield strength. Significantly, however, 
the differences were quickly reduced within the zone of the yield plato, 
and were almost indistinguishable by the stage the various tests entered 
the strain hardening range. Newmark and Rosenblueth (36) reported a 
similar observation. The fact that the only significant difference in steel 
behavior was its yield strength led Bertero et al to conclude that strain 
rate effects would have a negligible influence on the response of a struc-
ture to seismic loads. Thereto is attached a most important qualification 
that the response of the structure must be dominated by flexural behavior 
of its elements such that the steel behavior dictates. An under-reinforced 
beam with adequate shear strength and ductile response would fit this 
requi rement. 
Criswell (11) tested a series of 19 slab-column connections for 
punching strength at loading rates that varied from extremely rapid to those 
that could be expected in seismic loadings. For the verY rapid loadings he 
observed a distinct difference between the time at which the maximum 
puncing shear force was experienced by the connection, and the time at which 
the maximum flexural forces were generated by displacements in the slab. 
This difference in "critical load ll occurrence helped the slab to reach an 
increase in strength of 2.25 times the IIstatic" strength, a strength increase 
not possible by strain rate effects alone. For those loads with a rise time 
of 9.32 m sec. (a period of .04-.125 sec.), which are possible loading 
times for seismi c loading, an increase in punching strength of 25% to 50% 
over the statically loaded specimen was observed. Strain rate related 
increases in concrete strengths are most likely the reason for these 
increases. 
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The results presented by Bertero et al (5) contrast further with those 
of Ghali (17) et al when consideration is given to the effects of different 
strain rates on energy dissipation and ductility. The beams tested by 
\ 
Bertero et al were only significantly influenced in the immediate range 
of yielding, therefore, the energy dissipated by the beams and the ductil-
ity reached were not markedly different for like beams tested at different 
strain rates. On the other hand, the dynamically tested slab-column 
connections reported by Ghali et al had improved ductility and energy 
dissipation characteristics in comparison to their counterparts tested 
statically. Bearing in mind that the slabs tested by Ghali et al were loaded 
by an applied couple to the column stub and a vertical punching shear, the slabs 
tested by Criswell (11) with a dynamic vertical punching shear alone registered 
deflections at failure of 25% to 50% more than statically tested slabs. 
In order to attempt to use the observed failure crack patterns as an 
indicator of the influence of different strain rates on the various specimens, 
it is important to have a feeling for the failure mechanisms involved. The 
crack patterns noted by Bertero et al are in keeping with the other 
observations regarding strength, ductility and energy dissipation in that 
they exhibit the same failure mechanism for like beams tested at different 
strain rates. Owing to the dominance of flexure in these beams the observa-
tions are consistent. The slab-column connections tested by Gha1i et a1 
(17) also showed little difference between the failure modes of statically 
and dynamically tested specimens. For a difference to have occurred it 
would have been necessary for the shear and torsional resisting components 
to have been enhanced by strain rate effects to the extent that a flexure 
mechanism may have been possible. This argument is founded on the conclusion 
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of Bertero et al (5) that strain rate effects do not influence flexural 
strength significantly. O#ing to the very high punching stress applied by 
Gha 1 i et a 1 (~ ~,With f~ in psi) no such difference in static and 
dynamic failure mechanism is suspected. Much the same observation may be 
made with respect to failure mechanisms when considering the pure punching 
load applied by Criswell (11) to the slabs he tested at strain rates 
comparable to those used by Ghali et al (17). The punching mechanism as 
explained by Criswell (11), starting with radial principal moment cracks 
from each column comer, the formation of secondary moment cracks radially 
around the column, and then the propagation of the inclined crack in the 
slab close to the column slab interface, does not lend itself to a 
di fferent fai 1 ure mech ani sm. No di fference in fai 1 ure mechani sm was 
observed by Criswell (11) in "statically" tested slabs and those tested 
at load applications with a rise time of 9.32 m sec. 
One is confronted by what is meant by "strain rate". The question 
being that of hON to determine the lIistantaneous" strain rate. If we assume, 
for purposes of illustration, that the "material" is subjected to a harmonic 
cycle, at the point at which a maximum displacement and acceleration occur 
the velocity is zero. Assuming strain rate to be directly linked to 
velocity this would imply that at the point of maximum displacement the 
strain rate is zero; but, if vIe assume ·the IIma terial ll to be ductile and 
perfectly elasto-plastic, it may well have yielded before the point of zero 
velocity. The example in Park and Paulay (p. 568), therefore, where that 
part of the cycle from no load to yielding is used to calculate an lIaverage" 
strain rate, seems quite acceptable as they consider an appreciable portion 
of th e cy c 1 e as y i e 1 d p 1 a to. 
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In summary, considering the discussed literature which cover pure 
bending of beams (Bertero et al (5)), column-slab connections with a couple 
and a vertical punching force applied to the column (Ghali et al (17)), 
and column slab connections with pure punching applied (Criswell (11)), it 
appears that the influence of strain rate on the behavior of reinforced 
concrete is dependent on the mechanism involved for the specific assembly. 
TABLE B.1 Test .Programs (Hawkins et a1) 
Speci- No. of 
Seri es Ref. men s pe ci - Concrete 
Type mens Strength 
See 
(20) Fig. [r~P a] 
8.13 
I A 5 22-35 
II A 5 25-32 
III A 5 23-31 
IV A 6 23-30 
V B 5 22-31 
------
----
NOTES: Type A: Moment reversal 
Type B: Shear reversal 
* 1 . 9 % i n co 1 umn s t ri p, . 
0.6% in the rest of the slab 
Top Bottom Gravi ty 
p p Load 
[ 0/0] [ %] kN 
.6,.9,1.3, 1 "2 top p 129-151 
. * 1.9+.6 
.9,1.3, 1 "2 top p 125-133 
1. 9+.6* 
.6,.9, 1 236-271 "2 top p 
* 1. 9+.6 
1.9+.6 * 1 "2 top p 129-271 
.9,1.9+.6 * 1 "2 top p 187 
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APPENDIX C 
OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK: STATIC TESTS 
C.l Static Tests: Test Specimen 
Plan and elevation, of the test specimen are shown in Fig. C.1. The 
specimen comprised a 76-mm thick slab and a 305*305~m column. Figure C.2 
shows the basic specimen in the test setup while Fig. C.3 shows a specimen 
with added load on slab. The nominal plan dimensions of the slab were 1829 
by 1829 rrrn. However, to permit attachment of supports, the length of the 
concrete slab in the direction of loading was reduced from 1829 to 1652 mm. 
The nominal length of the column between hinges used for support and load 
application was 1118 mm. Both column and slab sections VJere symmetrically 
reinforced. The column was much stiffer and stronger than the slab and may 
be considered rigid in evaluating overall response of the assembly. 
The horizontal load was applied by a servo-controlled ram (deflection 
control) at the hinge point on top of the column. The edges of the slab, 
perpendicular to the direction of loading, were supported by three hinged 
columns on each side to approximate a line of contraflexure in the slab. All 
vertical reactions from applied vertical and horizontal load were measured. 
A total of five slab-column assemblies were tested. Two of these had 
added load on the slab as described in Table C.l. 
The thickness and effective depths for the slab given in Table C.2 
~ 
were based on 6 measurements for each specimen. The measurements were 
made within 200 mm of the column face on a line perpendicular to the dir-
ection of loading. 
Different spacings of the No.2 deformed bars were 38 (1.5), 51 (2), 
and 76 (3) mm (in.) as illustrated in Fig. C.4, C.5 and C.6. 
Column reinforcement consisted of four No.8' bars (Fig. C.14). 
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C.2 Static Tests: Materials 
Type III Portland Cement, river sand and a gravel of 0.953 cm 
(3/8 inch) maximum size were used for all the specimens. All specimens 
and cyl inders were cast using the same concrete mix design. f1ix pro-
portions, by weight, were 1.00: 3.51: 2.63 (cement: sand: gravel). The 
water-to-cement ratio was 0.8:1.0. For each specimen a single batch of 
concrete weighing approximately 9 kN (2024 lb) was mixed in a horizontal 
rotating type (9.8 kN or 2200 lb capacity) mixer. 
Nine standard 15.2 by 30.5 cm (6 by 12 ,in.) concrete cylinders were 
taken from each batch. Of these, three cylinders were tested at the age 
of 1 week, and the remaining six on the day of testing of the particular 
specimen. Compressive and tensile strengths listed in Table C.2 are 
averages of the results obtained from three cylinders. Splitting tensile 
strengths of concrete listed in Table C.2 are also averages from the 
results obtained from thr.ee cylinders. A typical- stress-strain curve for 
the concrete is shown in Fig. Ce7. 
Slab reinforcement was cut from No. 2 deformed bar stock from the 
same heat of steel. Measured mechanical characteristics of coupons cut 
from steel used in each specimen are listed in Table C.4. Each reported 
value represents the mean of three measurements. A typical stress-strain 
curve for the reinforcement is shown in Fig. C.8. 
C.3 Static Tests: Fabrication of Specimens 
Three types of slab reinforcing mats were fabricated as shown in 
Figs. C.4 through C.6. Strain gauges were attached to the bars at selected 
locations as indicated in the same figures. The strain gauges for steel 
were attached on the steel surface using the following procedure: 
2:00 
1. Remove the r~st from the surface where the measurement is to 
be made. Then lightly polish the surface with sandpaper (#200) 
and wash with acetone. 
2. Mount the gauge using bonding cement, M-BOND 200 ADHESIVE kit. 
Place one drop on the clean bar surface. Place the gauge and 
cover it with a plyethylene sheet. Then apply uniform pressure 
of approximately 5 to 10 N for 10 to 30 seconds at room 
temperature. 
3. Check the gauge resistance and insulation with an electronic 
resistance meter and with an applied voltage lower than 50v DC. 
4. Solder gaugeterminals to lead wires. 
5. t"' __ -'- -'-L __________ -' -'-L ___ ,-' ____ .J .!_.!_.&.._ ... .;+-L.. I\M ,..nl\T DT L-UdL Lne ~du~ednu LrJe ~uluereu JUllll..:::> Wll,ll ,"-\Junl UI. 
6. t1oisture-proof by using the rURACLE SEAL covered by wrappings 
of High-Bond Tape. 
7. Coat the wrapped gaugewith M-COAT BT again. 
Of the 90 gauges mounted using this procedure, none was damaged by 
moisture. Two were lost during installation of the specimen in the test 
setup because of accidental pulling-off of the lead wires. A 305 x 305 x 
25 mm (12 x 12 x 1 in.) steel plate was welded to the bottom end of the 
column reinforcement cage. The column reinforcement cage was positioned 
in the center of the form. Fo 11 owing thi s, t'he bottom of the slab rei n-
forcement mat was placed on steel spacers on the slab form, and dropped 
over the column reinforcement. The bars passing through the column were 
added to complete the bottom mat. Similarly the top mat, with the bars 
passing through the column initially omitted, was dropped over the column 
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reinforcement and held in position by chairs above the bottom mat. The 
bars required to complete the top mat were placed subsequently.(Fig. C.15(a)). 
The specimens were cast in a form primarily made of wood, the base 
and two opposite sides of the slab, and the column form work was constructed 
in wood. The remaining two sides of the slab form were provided by 
25 mm x 76 mm x l829mm( lx 3 x 72 in.) steel plates with eight bolt holes 
to allow connecting of end supports at a later stage (Fig. C.15 (b)). 
Concrete for the specimens was compacted with an electric vibrator. 
The top plate of the column was set in place by using a cement paste once 
the specimen had reached an age of three days, and welded to the main 
reinforcement the following day. 
The specimens and cylinders were cured under wet burlap and plastic 
for one week, then stripped and stored in the laboratory until the testing 
date. 
C.4 Static Tests: Test Setup 
A schematic diagram of the test setup is shown in Fig. C.l through 
C.3. 
The lateral load was applied to the top of the column by a servo-
controlled hydraulic ram .. The jack was of the push-pull type and it was 
capable of applying a load of + 111.2 KN (25 kips) and had a stroke of 
+ 76 mm ( 3 in.). 
In two specimens (S4 and S5) IIdead load ll was applied at four points 
in the slab by hanging steel weights as indicated in the photograph in 
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The loading points were located on diagonal axes of the slab plan. 
The center of each loading point was at a distance of 467 mm from the 
closest corner of the column. The column base and two sides of the slab 
at right angles to the direction of loading were supported by hinge 
supports corresponding to the points of contraflexure of the horizontally 
loaded structure. 
Reaction forces at all seven vertical supports were measured by load 
cells. Ideally, there was no horizontal reaction at the six exterior 
supports. The horizontal reaction at the interior support was transferred 
to a steel plate on rollers which permitted measurement of the vertical 
force without distorting the load cell. 
The lateral support for the loading ram was provided by a steel 
reaction frame (Fig. C.3). The steel reaction frame was braced diagonally 
to minimize sidesway. 
C.5 Static Tests: Instrumentation 
Each test specimen was instrumented to provide detailed data on 
its behavior throughout its entire loading history. Measurements were 
made of loads, displacements and strains. 
(a) Loads: The force in the jack was monitored by an X-V recorder 
using a load cell attached to the ram. All vertical reactions were moni-
tored using load cells positioned at the locations indicated in Fig. C.9. 
The six load cells along the edges of the slab were prestressed to a load 
of approximately 44.5 KN (10 kips) so as to counteract any uplift. The 
load cells had a linear range of 89 KN (20 kips) and a sensitivity of 0.1 KN 
(231b). 
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(b) Displacement: Four linear voltage differential transformers 
(LVDT) were used to determine the horizontal displacements of the slab 
and the column with respect to independent frames fixed to the laboratory 
floor. The positions for those LVDT's are shown in Fig. C.9. They are 
identified by numerals 1~495, and 10. The movement of the top and bottom 
plate of the column were measured using a piano wire attached centrally 
to the top and bottom plates, extending around a pulley and activating 
a potentiometer positioned horizontally above the laboratory floor. 
(c) Vertical Deflections and Twisting Angles: Vertical deflections 
of slab were measured by two LVDT's (2 and 3) as shown in Fig. C.g. The 
distribution of the deflections along the E-~J centerl ine were measured by 
ten dial gages located above the top surface of the slab at the positions 
shown in Fig. Co 10. 
Twisting angles of the slab in N-S direction were measured by ten 
dial gauges. The locations are shown in Fig. C.lO. All the dial gauges 
and the two LVDT's (2 and 3) were attached to a specially designed frame 
which was supported by a hinge at the ends of the slab (Fig. C.ll) .. A 
deflection profile of the slab could be determined within 0.025 mm 
(0.001 in.), and the dial gauges for measuring twisting angles could be 
determined within 0.013 mm (0.0005 in). 
(d) Rotations: The rotations of the slab with respect to the 
column were measured by LVDT's identified by numerals 6, 7, 8 and 9 
(Fig. C.9). 
(e) Strains: Electrical resistance strain gauges were used to 
determine strains at selected locations on the reinforcing steel and 
concrete. Eighteen, 2-mm (0.08 in.) long, gaugeswere placed on specific 
flexural reinforcing bars of the slab. The locations of these gauges are 
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indicated in Figs C.4 through C.6. The gauges on the top and bottom bars 
were placed in corresponding positions. These gauges designated KFR-02-Cl-ll, 
were manufactured by Kyowa, Electronic Instruments Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. 
Eight, 25 mm (1 in.) long SR-4gaugeswere placed on the top and bottom 
surface of the concrete slab adjacent to the column at the locations 
shown in Fig. C.10. 
C.6 Static Tests: Data Acquisition and Reduction System 
The data acquisition system is shown in photograph of Fig. C.12. 
The LVDT's were regulated by a six-volt power supply. Electrical impulses 
from the load cells, strain gauges and LVDT's were received by a VIDAR data 
acquisition system and sent to a teletype where voltage readings were 
punched on paper tape. The tape was later fed into a teletype tape 
reader and stored on a permanent storage disk. Data from each file was 
then reduced and plotted using CALCOMP subroutines. Curves of applied 
load versus displacements, slab deflections, moments and slab rotation and 
etc. were plotted. 
C.l Static Tests: Test Procedure 
All specimens were tested by applying lateral displacement reversals. 
The maximum load for each cycle was controlled by the column rotation angle 
(practically, the displacement of the top of the column). Three load 
levels were applied, each consisting of 5 cycles, corresponding to a 
rotation angle of 1/400, 1/200 and 1/100, respectively. Thereafter two 
large cycles were applied corresponding to the rotation angle of 1/50. 
After that the specimens were loaded to failure. The loading pattern 
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. C.13. 
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Displacements, loads, deflections, rotations and strains were measured 
after each increment or decrement of displacement during any cycle of load. 
Crack patterns for the slab were recorded at the first cycle to a given 
maximum level. The eighteen dial gauges were also read at the first cycle 
to a new maximum load level, and during the last incremental loading to 
failure. The tests were monitored by plotting the applied load versus 
displacement at the top of the column level on a X-V recorder. 
Each test was completed within approximately seven hours. 
C.8 Static Tests: General 
Detailed descriptions of the specimen dimensions, fabrication of 
specimens and test apparatus are presented in this section. 
The detail of the specimen dimensions is shown in Fig. C.14. The 
fabrication of a specimen is shown in Fig. C.15(a). through (d) (photograph). 
The steel chair (for top bar) and #3 bar (for bottom bar) were used 
as the spacer (Fig. C.15 (a)). The 3/4 x 9 in. bolts were used for 
connecting slab edges and edge supports (Fig. C.15 (b)). Strain gauges 
for top and bottom steel were attached on the cross-section (Fig. C .. 15 (c)). 
The top of the column was cleaned after casting and the steel plate was 
welded to main steels three days after casting (Fig. C.15 (d)). 
The six edge supports were prestressed to counteract uplift effects on 
the load cells. Those support systems were calibrated individually. The 
calibration factors of each support is shown in Table C.5. Sixteen steel 
weights for dead load were arranged under specimen S4 and S5. The arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. C.16. 
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TABLE C. 1 Test Program 
SPECH1EN SLAB REINFORCEMENT DEAD LOAD· 
RATIO (%) 
Sl 0.65 Self Weight 
S2 0.98 Self Weight 
S3 1 .31 Sel f Wei ght 
S4 0.98 Self Weight 
+ 27.82 KN 
S5 0.98 Self Weight 
+ 59.31 KN 
Mark 
Sl 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 
Thickness 
mm 
76 
77 
76 
76 
76 
*Reinf. = Reinforcement 
**From Splitting Tests 
TABLE C.2 Properties of Test Specimens 
SLAB 
Effecti ve 
Depth 
Top * 
Rei nf. 
rml 
60 
62 
58 
58 
60 
Bottom 
Rein f. 
mm 
64 
65 
64 
64 
64 
COLUt1N 
Compo 
Strength 
MPa 
48.5 
35.1 
33.9 
34.9 
35.2 
Tens. 
Strength** 
MPa 
2.85 
2.29 
2.18 
2.55 
2.43 
Yield 
Stress 
MPa 
323 
330 
340 
317 
366 
STEEL 
Spacing 
mm 
38 
51 
76 
51 
51 
N 
o 
'-l 
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TABLE C. 3 t·1easured Properti es of Concrete 
PARAf-"1ETER TEST STRUCTURE 
S1 S2 
Age at Testing (days) 51 64 
Slump (mm) 76 114 
Comp res s i ve Strength, 
f' (MPa) 45.8 35. 1 c 
Secant Mo~ulus, * ** 
E (* 10 MPa) 3.22 2.98 c 
Tensile Strength, 
fsp (MP a) 2.85 2.29 
Compressive Strength 
at 1 week U1Pa) 31 .3 20.6 
* Measured at compressive stress = 14.6 MPa 
** Measured at compressive stress = 9.7 MPa 
***Measured at compressive stress = 12.2 MPa 
S3 
59 
127 
33.9 
** 
2.84 
2. 18 
21. 3 
S4 S5 
59 48 
146 171 
34.9 35.2 
*** *** 
2.84 2.74 
2.55 2.43 
22.7 21. 3 
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TABLE C.4 Measured Properties of Reinforcement 
Sl S2 S3 S4 
Yield Stress 323 330 335 317 fy (MPa) 
Yield Strain 
Sy 0.0016 0.0016 0.0017 0.0016 
sh 0.0201 0.0195 0.0218 0.0168 
Maximum Stress 
f (MPa) 459 
u 
474 469 460 
Strain at Maximum Stress 
Su O. 121 0.153 0.150 0.150 
Fracture Strain 
Sb 0.237 0.257 0.244 0.209 
S: measured yield strain (extensometer, 25 mm gage length) y 
~: strain at initiation of strain hardening 
S5 
340 
0.0018 
0.0140 
514 
0.160 
0.243 
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TABLE C.5 Calibration Factors of Supports 
SUPPORT 
NUMBER 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
*7 
CALI BRATION 
Tension 
56.9 
47.5 
80. 1 
54.9 
61 .6 
75 .. 1 
203.2 
*Center support, compression only 
**Range (Compression 0 - 0.85 - 1.708 kips 
Tension 0 - 2.5 - 5.0 kips 
Reading (Compression ~ increase 
Tension ~ reduce 
FACTOR (ll vol t/kip )** 
Compression 
85.0 
83.5 
84.5 
89 .. 0 
88.0 
84.5 
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Fig. C.ll Dial Gauge Frame 
Fig. C.12 Data Acquisition System 
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(a) Spacers 
(b) Connecting Bolts 
Fig. C.15 Fabrication of Specimen 
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(c) Attached Gages 
(d) After Casting 
Fig. C.15 (contd.) Fabrication of Specimen 
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APPENDIX 0 
OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK: DYNAMIC TESTS 
0.1 Dynamic Tests: Test Specimen 
The specimens that were tested dynamically--on the earthquake simu-
later at the University of Illinois (44 )--were reproductions of those 
tested statically. Three specimens were constructed to match the range of 
reinforcement ratios in the statically tested specimens; these dynamically 
tested column-slab connections corresponded to statically tested specimens 
Sl, S2 and S3. 
The appearance of the dynamically tested specimens would, at a first 
glance, seem identical to those tested statically; overall slab dimensions 
were the same; the column cross section was also 305mm x 305mm (12 in. x 
12 in.); bolts were cast to protrude from the longitudinal edge of the slab 
for assembling support along that boundary; a steel plate at the base of 
the column provided the required connection point to the hinge at the column 
base. (Details in Fig. 0.1.) 
On closer inspection the top portion of the column would betray the 
difference in testing procedures; the dynamically tested specimens had a 
longer column with a shaft cast at the same height above the slab as 
that at which the jack force was applied in the static case. (See Fig. 
0.2. ) The shaft through the column allowed masses to be hung on either 
side of the column creating significant inertial forces during the dynamic 
testing. 
Reinforcing bars used in the specimens were taken from the same heat as 
those used in the statically tested slab-column connections. The column 
reinforcement comprised four No.8 (25mm) bars (Grade 60), and stirrups of 
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No.2 (6mm) bars spaced at not more than 100mm. Stirrups were positoned 
at 50mm spacings for 150mm on either side of the shaft passing through the 
column. This accommodated local stresses at the shaft. In casting, a 
76mm thick slab was called for; as can be seen in Fig. 0.3, the as-built 
dimension was very close to this value. 
0.2 Dynamic Tests: Materials 
With respect to the materials used in construction, the statically 
and dynamically tested specimens were alike. 
The resulting characteri'stics of the 1.00:3.51:2.63 (cement:sand: 
gravel) and 0.8:1.0 (water:cement) concrete mix are reported in Table 0.1. 
The listed values were obtained from nine standard (6 by 12 in.) cylinders. 
Three were used to find the compressive strength of the concrete at 7 days; 
six were tested on completion of the experimental procedure, three to obtain 
tensile splitting stress, and three for stress-strain relationships. A 
typical stress-strain curve for the concrete is shown in Fig. 0.4. 
Table 0.2 shows the results obtained from testing three reinforcing 
bar coupons from each specimen. The No. 2 deformed bars were taken "from the 
same heat of steel as those used in the static test specimens. For the 
steel an idealized stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. 0.5. 
0.3 Dynamic Tests: Fabrication of Specimens 
The same design was used to make up formwork for both test series 
(dynamic and static). 
Column reinforcement was partially made up--no stirrups were fixed 
above the slab level--and positioned in the formwork. The completed mat 
of lower-slab steel was dropped through the longitudinal column bars to rest 
on spacers on the slab formwork; the mat of upper-slab reinforcing followed, 
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resting on spacer chairs. The average measured effective depth of the longi-
tudinal reinforcement (measured after testing) was 64 mm for specimens 01 and 
02, and 62 mm for specimen 03. By fixing the remainder of the column stirrups 
above slab level, the reinforcement cage was ready for the concrete placement. 
Bolts, required for assembly of a specimen in the test setup, were 
positioned at appropriate locations in the longitudinal steel (25mm x 
76mm x l829mm) edges of the slab formwork prior to concreting. Also, 
before casting, the base Rlate of the column was carefully weighted down 
by adding steel weights to channels bolted to the underside of the base 
plate. In this manner the plate, and the column reinforcement attached to 
it, was held firm and level during the robust process of pouring and vibrating 
concrete; an acceptable fit in the experimental setup depended on a plumb 
column. 
Casting of the reinforced concrete specimen took place in two pours; 
the first placed concrete in the slab and the column up to a level about 
75mm above the slab; and last pour completed the column. 
A capping plate was put on the top of the column, and welded to the 
longitudinal column reinforcement in a fashion described in the static 
specimen documentation. 
The specimens and cylinders were cured under wet burlap and plastic 
sheets for a week, at which time they were uncovered and kept in the labora-
tory until the test day. 
0.4 Dynamic Tests: Test Setup 
A schematic view of the specimen on the University of Illinois shake 
table is provided in Fig. D. 6. A photograph of the actual assembly is 
shown in Fig. 0.7. 
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The dominant feature of the assembly on the shake table is the attached 
mass system comprised of equal masses on either side of the column. A 
front view of the mass is shown in Fig. 0.8, and from this angle cross-
bars can be seen that were used to position the two halves. Longer cross-
bars provided the means of adding further mass during testing by guiding 
such masses into position. 
Also apparent in Fig. 0.8 is the cross-bracing between the support 
legs along the front edge of the assembly. Cross-bracing was used 
to restrict movement transverse to the principal direction of motion. 
Another motion that would jeopardize the validity of test readings 
is slippage between the column base plate and the column hinge. 
Fig. D.9 shows this hinge connection, and Fig. D.10 shows the hinge 
after angles have been welded to the column base plate (at each corner). 
The prupose of the angles was to counter slippage by tightening bolts, 
mounted in the angles, up against the hinge. 
A very important characteristic of a specimen undergoing dynamic 
testing is its mass. The measured weight of each specimen with the fittings 
it had during testing is shown in Table 0.4. (It was mentioned previously, 
and viewed in Fig. 0.8. that additional masses were hung on the sides of 
the column to create significant inertial forces.) As the relatively 
heavily reinforced slab in specimen 03 was expected to resist higher loads, 
provision was made to add more mass to the specimen during testing. Total 
weights for the different combinations of masses used on either side of 
the column are listed in Table 0.3. 
It is reassuring to notice in Fig. 0.11 that the levels of crucial 
parts in the specimens were very close to target values. Listed in 
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Fig. 0.11 are the results of readings derived from a sophisticated Wild 
level, before testing of a specimen had taken place. As the various 
instrument mountings were located at these levels, observed data could be 
evaluated with confidence when the position at which it was taken was 
of interest. 
0.5 Dynamic Tests: Instrumentation 
Absolute accelerations and relative displacements were measured at 
points on the structure. In some instances measurements were used to moni-
tor the success of the modelling. In all, 26 instrument positions were 
used. These were divided into two independent sets of 13 readings each. 
During testing, two different tape-drives were used to record the two 
groupings. 
0.5. 1 "Tape 1" The i nformati on conta i ned on th is tape conta i ned the 
main output of an experiment. A schematic drawing (Fig. D.12) is used to 
show the position of the differential transformers (LVDT1s) and 
accelerometers. 
Channell measured the input acceleration, and was used for synchroni-
zation in the process of data reduction. 
LVDT measurement positons 2 and 3 were at the level of the attached 
masses. They provided a check on one another during data reduction; they 
should not indicate significant differences. Were differences observed, 
it would mean that the column had twisted; an undesirable motion. For the 
same reason LVDT locations 4 and 5 would be a way of picking up any in-plane 
twisting motion that the slab might undergo. The combined observations 
of LVDT's 2 and 4, for example, indicated very clearly whether the column 
was behaving as a rigid member; the reading taken at instrument 4 should 
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be half of that at position 2. Once the rigid behavior of the column was 
proven, the two locations 2 and 4 could be used--if necessary--to subtract 
off any unwanted column-hinge slippage (top reading (2) - slab reading (4) 
times 2 = "purified ll top reading). The remaining LVOT, channel 6, was at 
the theoretical position above the hinge at which all the mass of a specimen 
would have to be concentrated to provide an equivalent kinetic energy for 
the specimen. (In other words, if it were physically possible to combine the 
structure's mass with that of the attached mass and lump it at one location.) 
Accelerometer records at positions 8 and 7 correspond to LVOT measuring 
levels; the LVOT provided deformation information and the accelerometers 
the amount of inertial force in the longitudinal direction. For the same 
reason an accelerometer was placed at position 12, in line with LVDT 6. 
The accelerometer at the base of the column hinge,. position 11, was re-
quired to gauge the input base motion that the assembly was subjected to; 
analyses from steady-state tests demanded it, as well as the calculation of 
response spectra. Completing the array of accelerometers were those at 
position 9 and 10 giving a measure of the transverse acceleration experienced 
by the slab. 
0.5.2 "Tape 211 This IItape ll furnished insurance for some vital measure-
ments recorded on "tape 1.11 In this sense--referring to Fig. 0.12--
accelerometers at positions 2, 3 and 13 duplicate records at the centroid 
of the attached mass, the slab level and the base of the specimen. 
Accelerometer positon 4 gave more lateral acceleration information. 
The remaining instruments, the vertically mounted LVDT's, could be used 
to gain additional information of the slab behavior (LVOT's 5 to 12). 
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0.6 .Dynamic Tests: Data Acquisition and Reduction System 
Readings obtained from the instruments discussed in the previous 
section were recorded on two tapes for each particular specimen; the data 
was in analogue form. An audio channel on each tape was used to make 
comments on during the testing, and also to identify progress in the 
procedure. An automatic process recorded sufficient portions of each 
step in the test. 
After testing had been completed, the raw data in its analogue format 
was copied and processed creating a new tape of digital data. This tape--
containing the raw data in digital fashion--was used to obtain calibration 
factors necessary for each step in the testing sequence. l~ith the appro-
priate calibration factor a channel of data could be transformed from its 
voltage reading on the raw data tape to a physical vlaue, and stored on 
magnetic tape for further use (such as plotting). 
The Cyber 175 of the Computer Department at the University of 
Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) was used for data handling and manipulation. 
0.7 Dynamic Tests: Test Procedure 
Response to three types of motion were recorded during the testing of 
a specimen; simulated earthquake, steady-state and free-vibration runs 
were introduced. 
The simulated earthquake base motion was that of the 1940 North-South 
El Centro record. In the steady-state testing a sinusoidal base excitation 
was performed; the input frequency was incremented to span the range of re-
sponse from before the resonance of the specimen to after this occurrence. 
By connecting a wire to the steel capping plate on the column and hanging 
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weights at the other end of the wire, a free-vibration motion was intro-
duced when the weights were released instantaneously. 
As far as was possible, the described motions were performed 
in the same sequence for each of the dynamically tested specimens. This 
idealized test program is listed in Table 0.5. 
Specimen 02 was the first in the dynamically tested series, and de-
viated from the idealized test sequence in some respects (Table 0.7). 
Relatively low intensity base motions were used to gauge the conduct of the 
column hinge; hence, the large number of sequence steps in the test. 
Column-hinge slippage was eliminated as described in Section 0.4 and Fig. 
0.9 to 0.10. The positioning of the instruments was such that 
slippage--were it to occur--could be extracted from the records. 
Specimen 01 followed schedule very closely. (See Table 0.6.) 
The steady state tests were, on occassions, done in groups of 3. 
Consider,for example, steady-state 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 to compose steady-state 
2. A low amplitude steady-state test was planned (steady-state 2.1) before 
a large amplitude test (steady-state 2.2). The third component (steady-
state 2.3) was also a small displacement steady-state test. In this 
fashion the large amplitude test--which could possibly surpass the maxi-
mum displacement previously undergone by the specimen--was sandwiched 
between two steady-state tests that could monitor damage which may occur. 
A worthwhile comparison between large and small amplitude steady-state 
tests was also afforded by the described pattern. 
03, too, employed a test sequence close to the idealized sequence 
of Table 0.5. In the comments on Table 0.8 two positions are indicated 
at which mass was added to the attached column mass; the first addition took 
place after free-vibration No.6, and the second after free-vibration No.8. 
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TABLE 0.1 Measured Properties of Concrete 
PARA~1ETER TEST STRUCTURE 
01 02 03 
p = -.0065 .0098 .0131 
Age at Testing [Days] 60 23 79 
Slump [mm] 127 178 127 
Compressive Strength 
f' [MPa] c 36.3 33.9 36.5 
Secant Modulus 
E * 104[MPa] 3.37 2.93 3.20 c 
(calculated at 9.76 MPa) 
Tensile Strength 3.3 2.3 3.0 
fsp [~1P a] 
Compressive Strength 
at 1 week [t~Pa] 24.4 24.5 24.4 
Modulus of Rupture 
[MPa] 6.8 7.2 6.7 
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TABLE 0.2 Measured Properties of Reinforcement 
PARAt.1ETER TEST STRUCTURES 
01 02 03 
*x (c.o.v.) *x (c.o.v.) *x (c.o.v.) 
Yield Stress 
f [t~Pa] 290 ( 0.04) 327 . (0.05) 355 (0.05) Y 
Yield Strain 
E 0.0015 (0.09) 0.0015 (0.25) 0.0015 (0.04) y 
Eh 0.0113 (0.10) 0.0200 (0.09) 0.0182 (0.17) 
~1axi mum Stress 
fu [MPa] 464 (0.02) 477 (0.05) 492 (0.03) 
Strain at Max. Stress 
E 0.165 (0.03) 0.146 (0.05) 0.138 (0.18) 
u 
Fracture Strain 
Eb 0.280 (0.09) 0.208 (0.18) 0.172 (0.22) 
*-x = mean value 
c.o.v.= coefficient of variance 
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TABLE 0.3 Total Weight of Attached Mass 
tljEASUREMENT TEST STRUCTURE COMMENTS 
01 02 03 
BASIC ASSEMBLY 13.789 kN 13.789 kN 13.789 kN 2/228mm Thick Masses 
Complete with bars 
and nuts. 
I 
BASIC ASSEMBLY - - 18.103 kN 2/228mm Thick 
with 2/76mm + 2/76mm Thick Masses 
Thick masses 
/ 
Complete with bars and 
added. nuts. 
BAS I C ASSE~1BL Y - - 21 .039 kN 2/228 mm Thick 
+ 2/76 mm +2/76 mm Thick 
Thi ck ~1asses. +2/50 mm Thick Masses 
+2/50 mm Complete with bars and 
Thi ck ~1asses. nuts. 
TABLE 0.4 Total Weight of Specimens 
MEASUREMENT TEST STRUCTURE 1 CO~1~1ENTS 
~ 
01 I: 02 03 
t~EIGHT OF 9.341 kN 9.488 kN 9.621 kN Weight includes fixtur es, 
SPECIMEN bearings, steel edge 
plates, instrument fra me. 
SEQUENCE 
1. . . . . 
TABLE 0.5 
SIMULATED 
EARTHQUAKE 
RUN No. 
1 
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Idealized Testing Sequence 
FREE VIBRATION 
No. 
STEADY STATE 
No. 
2. . 
3. • . . . . • . . . 2 
4. . 
5. . . 
6. . 
7. . 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. . 
2 
3 
4 
16. .... 5 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
l~ 9 
18. 
19. . . 
20. 
21. 
22. 
10 
6 
11 
. . 2 
. . . . . . . 3 
. . . . . . . 4 
5 
COt·1~1ENTS 
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TABLE 0.6 Test Sequence: 01 
SEQUENCE 
1 . 
2 
3 . 
SIMULATED 
EARTHQUAKE 
RUN No. 
4 . . . . . . 2 
5 . . . . 
6 . . . . . . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 
10. 1 . 
10.2 
10.3 
11 
12 
13 
14. 1 
14.2 . 
14.3 . 
15 
16 
17 
18. 1 . 
18.2 .. 
18.3 . 
19 
20 
21 
22 
3 
4* 
5 
6 
FREE VIBRATION 
No. 
. . . . . 2 
3 
4 
5 
· 6* 
• 7 
· 8 
· 9 
10 
· 11 
STEADY STATE 
No. 
1 
2. 1 
2.2 
2.3 
3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
5 
COMMENTS 
*Lost, Electrical 
Fault. 
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TABLE 0.7 Test Sequence: 02 
SEQUENCE SIMULATED 
EARTHQUAKE 
RUN No. 
FREE VIBRATION STEADY STATE 
1 . . . • . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 
2 
3 
7 . . . . . • 
8 . 
9 
10 . 
11 
12 
13 • 
14 . 
15 . 
16 . 
. . . 
. 
3. 1 
· 
. 
· 4** 
· 
· 
· 
. . 
· · 
· 
. . 
· 
. 
No. No. 
2 
3 
3. 1 
· · · 
. . 
4* 
5 
. 
· · · 
. . 2 
6 
7 
. 
· · · 
. . . 3 
17 . . . . • . • . 8 
18 . . . . 5** 
1 9 • • • • • • 
20 . . . . . . . . 
. 21 . • • • • • • . . 
22 . 6** 
23 . . . . 7 
24 • • . • . 
25 . 
26 . 8 
27 . . . . . . . 
28 . 
29 
30 
31 
9 
10 
9 
10 
11 
12 
4 
· . . . . . 5 
6 
7 
COMHENTS 
*Lost, Electrical 
Faul t. 
**Hinge Difficulty 
**Hinge Difficulty 
**Hinge Difficulty 
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TABLE 0.8 Test Sequence: 03 
SIMULATED 
SEQUENCE EARTHQUAKE 
RUN No. 
2 
3 
4 
5 .... 
2 
6 . . . . . 
7 
8 
9 
10. 1 . 
10.2 
10.3 . 
11 .... 
11 . 1 . 
12 
13 
14. 1 
14.2 . . 
14.3 
15 
15. 1 
16 
17 
18. 1 
18.2 . . 
18.3 
19 
20 
21 . 
22 
23 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
. . . 
FREE VIBRATION 
No. 
1 
2 
3* 
4 
5 
6 
6. 1** 
7* 
8 
8.1*** 
9 
10 
11 
STEADY STATE 
No. 
cor1MENTS 
. . 2. 1 
. . 2.2 
· 2.3* 
· 3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
. . . 4. 1 
4.2 
· 4.3 
*Lost, Elec. Fault. 
*Lost, Elec. Fault. 
**Additional Attached 
~1ass . 
*Lost,Elec. Fault. 
***More Mass Attached. 
E1ec. = Electrical 
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Fig. 0.1 Typical Details of Specimens 
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1829 
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Thickness Measurement Points 
THICKNESS OF SLAB (MM) 
POSITION SPECH~EN : 01 02 03 
1 77.1 -- --
2 75.2 77.5 77.3 
3 75.3 77.5 78.0 
4 76.7 78.0 77.9 
5 77.6 77.0 77.3 
6 76.2 77.2 77.9 
7 76.1 77.2 77.3 
8 76.4 77.7 77.9 
9 75. 1 77.3 78.2 
10 75.3 -- --
11 74.5 77. 1 77.1 
12 73.8 77. 1 77.3 
AVERAGE 75.8 77.4 77.6 
Fig. 0.3 Measurements of Slab Thickness 
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,~ 
Typical Dynamically <: 
Tested Specimen: ., 
D I to D3 .# Typical Statically 7 Tested Specimen: 
, 
./ 
f"" /' 
0.0005 
~' Sito S5 
0.001 0.002 
Stra in 
Fig. 0.4 Typical Concrete Stress-Strain Relationship 
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..... I I (J) I I 
100 I I I I 
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Strain 
Fig. D.5 Typical Steel Stress-Strain Relationship 
(All Dimensions In Meters) 
Test Structure 
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Hydraulic Servoram 
L 0.91 ~Iq 2.29 .. IrQ 0.91 .1 .. 0.91 ~L. 0.91 ~I 
Fig. D.6 Test Setup 
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Fig. 0.7 Test Assembly 
(a) Detail of Attached Mass 
Fig. 0.8 Front Elevation of Assembly 
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(b) Test Assembly 
Fig. D.8 (contd.) Front Elevation of Assembly 
?4h 
Fig. 0.9 Central Hinge 
Fig. 0.10 Central Hinge with Angles 
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--------~~""'""----
Shaft 
Edge 
Support 
Hinge 
___ ~Level C 
_....¥.sz_Level A 
All Dimensions 
In mm 
Section Through Specimen 
SPECIMEN COMr1ENTS 
01 02 03 
[mmJ [mmJ [mmJ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 REDUCED ZERO LEVEL 
558.0 559.0 559.0 TARGET DIMENSION = 
559 mm 
558.0 559.0 559.0 
1116.3 1117.2 1118.0 TARGET DIMENSION = 
559 mm 
558.3 558.2 559.0 
Fig. 0.11 Measured Levels of Important Positions on Specimens 
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Ram Motion ® 
~-----® 
~-C-HA-N-N-E-L-- - ------~~PE- - - ---No. - -.- -- - - - -- --- - - - - - .-.. .--. --_ .. 1 ACCELEROMETER 
2 LVDT 
3 LVDT 
4 LVDT 
5 LVDT 
6 LVDT 
7 ACCELEROt1ETER 
8 ACCELEROMETER 
9 ACCELEROt1ETER 
10 ACCELEROt1ETER 
11 ACCELEROMETER 
12 ACCELERO~1ETER 
13 DIS PLACEt1ENT 
INPUT 
® 
Accelerometer ® 
LVDT ~ 
I 
-------- - -_.-/ East 
I 
\ 
~ South 
I 
\ 
DESCRTP1ION 
LONGITUDINAL COLUMN DISPLACEMENT, TOP NW 
LONGITUDINAL COLUr·1r~ DISPLACEt1ENT, TOP SW 
LONGITUDINAL SLAB DISPLACEt1ENT, NW 
LONGITUDINAL SLAG DI SPLACEt·1EtlT 't St-J 
LONGITUDINAL COLUMN DISPLACEMENT, CENTROID 
LONGITUDINAL COLUMN ACCELERATION, TOP W 
LONGITUDINAL SLAB ACCELERATION q NE 
LATERAL S.LAB ACCELERATIon, S~V 
LATERAL SLAB ACCELERATION, SE 
LONGITUDINAL TABLE ACCELERATION, BASE W 
LONGITUDINAL COLur1N ACCELERATION, CENTROI D 
LONGI TUDI NAL RA~1 01 SPLACEMENT 
Fig. 0.12 Instrument Positions (IJTape 1") 
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............ Accelerometer ® 
= LVDT @J 
® 
I West 
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I 
-+\--------- I -----------'\------1 East 
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[Z] III \ '1:
1
1 [II 
[i] III \ II' (!Q] [QJ ~ 
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~---- ~ South 
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CHANNEL TYPE DESCRIPTION 
No 
1 ACCELEROMETER INPUT 
2 ACCELEROMETER LONGITUDINAL COLUMN ACCELERATION, TOP E 
3 ACCELEROMETER LONGITUDINAL SLAB ACCELERATION, SE 
4 ACCELEROMETER LATERAL COLUMN ACCELERATION, TOP S 
5 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT A 
6 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT B 
7 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT C 
8 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT D 
9 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT E 
10 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT F 
11 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT G 
12 LVDT VERTICAL SLAB DISPLACEMENT, LVDT H 
13 ACCELEROMETER LONGITUDINAL TABLE ACCELERATION, BASE E 
Fig. 0.13 Instrument Positions (IJTape 211) 

